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Coote Condemns Bennett's Plan to Replace
Income Tax by Turnover Tax
Tax Would Relieve Almost Entirely Class of Citizens
Bonds WTiich Hang Like Millstone Round Neck of Canadian Producers
for Masses of the People of Canada

Abolition of Income

cannot agree •with the Minincome tax should
be reduced at all. I think the
reduction wthich was made in our
income tax last year was quite
STifficient, and I would urge that
the income tax be maintained
at least at its present level. The
proposal of a reduction of 10 per
cent, appears to me to be the

Who Are Heavy

—Would

I

COOTE'S

ister that the

first move in the elimination of
this tax. I remarked a moment

ago that

would take, at the
present rate, one hundred years
to pay off our war debt, but at
it

the present rate of reduction in
the income tax, it will take only
ten years for that tax to disappear.
Personally I would like
to see the income tax maintained
until all the war debt is paid.

RELIEVE WEALTHY
ALMOST ENTIRELY
I

doulbt

very

much whether

we

AMENDMENT TO BUDGET

G. G. Coote, U. F. A.

amendment

to

member

the budget on

for Macleod,

February

21st,

moved an
expressing

regret
1.
That it "contains no effective provision for the
reduction in the high cost of living, insofar as such is
due to the protective tariff";
That it "shows a further departure from the
2.
principle of direct and visible taxation based on the ability
to pay"; and,

That "no systematic effort is being made to re3.
duce our national debt, the interest of which absorbs so
large a proportion of the revenues of the Dominion."
We publish on this page a few brief extracts from
Mr. Coote's speech, which is reported in Hansard of
February 21st, but we advise our readers to study the
whole debate in the official Hansard report. The debate
is

not yet concluded.

During the budget debate, Hon. R. B. Bennett, Conservative member for West Calgary, commended the
proposed reduction of the income tax by ten per cent,
by the Liberal Government, and expressed the hope that
this tax "will be entirely abolished." Among taxes proposed by Mr. Bennett is a turnover tax on everything
consumers buy. Theste suggested changes would relieve
the heavy income tax payers of Canada, while increasing
the share of taxation borne by the man of moderate or
small means the average citizen of Canada.
Mr. Bennett, whose speech has been given wide publicity and been highly praised by his press supporters,
was answered on this point by Mr. Coote and J. S.

are justified in giving effect
to ail the proposals for tax reduction which the Minister has
made, and it seems to me there
is no doubt in the world that the
Minister is making a mistake in
Woodsworth, Labor leader.
proposing a reduction in the income tax, at any rate. The
bonds which were issued for our war debt, which are such a
millstone round this country's neck financially at the present
time, are chiefly held by the class of people who pay a large
share of this income tax. If this income tax is done away
with you are going to relieve this wealth from taxation almost

—

entirely.

The hon. member for West Oalgary seems to be in favor
of replacing the income tax with a turnover tax, which I
assume would be a direct tax on every business transaction.
Surely a tumover tax must retard business more than the
present income tax.
are told that the income tax retards
the inflow of foreign capital. I cannot find anything in our
history to confirm tlhSs view.
Mr. Fiske of New York, a
prominent authority on financial matters, estimates ihaA, the
investment of American capital in Canada increased from
$750,000,000 before the war to about $3,000,000 000 at the
present time, and ooir income tax has been in force practically all that time.

We

In 1924 the Department of

Commerce

of the United States

Holders of

War

Mean Heavier Burden
<

an estimate of British
and American capital invested
in Canada which showed a total
issued

of $1,890,000,000 British, $2,425,000,000 United States and $348,000,000 for other countries: or a
total of $4,463,000,000 as otf December 31st, 1923. ,Our'. own
Bureau of Statistics issued a

statement last year showing

knowm new investment

of

a

Amer-

ican capital in Canadian securities amounting to $483,000,000
in the past four years.

REAL NEED IS
INCREASED MARKETS

^

In the face of these figures,

I

do not see how it can be contended that the income tax retards the investment of foreign
capital in Canada. As a matter
of fact what our industries need
is not an increase of capital but
an increased market for their
products. In most manufactui'ing lines we are well supplied
with factories, and in very few
lines are our factories working
to

anything

like

full

capacity.

A

reduction in income tax will
not increase consumption, although it might release a very,
small amount for investment.
One of the difficulties of Canadian industry today is overcapitalization, and the capital is badly water-logged. I have
before me a copy of the speech delivered by Colonel Arthur
Hatch at the annual general meeting and dinner of thj
Canadian Manuf actui'ers' Association, held at th^ Winds
Hotel. Montreal, June, 1924, and at this dinner Colonel Hati^,^
discussing the development of Canadian industry during tlie'
fifty-year period from 1870 to 1921, gave the following figures
of the amount of capital invested, the employees' wages and
the products:
Capital invested increased
000.

from $80,000,000

to $3,200,000,-

-

Employees engaged increased from 188,000 to 517,000.
Salaries and wages increased from $40,000,000 to $581,000,000.

The value of these products increased
to $2,748,000,000.
(Continued on page 25)

from $222,000,000
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These Big, Fast-working
Tillage Tools More Than Make Up

For Short Working Seasons
/t T
^
K^fji the

this

time thousands of acres in

prairie provinces lie

by the plow due

to the early

untouched

coming of

many cases grain is still
unthreshed. But a new season is ahead
and even the unplowed acres must be
winter. In too

sowed

to grain early. Some farmers
tempted to risk "stubbling in" the

be
wheat, because lack of time prevents
plowing the soil at even the tractor rate
of 12 to 15 acres a day. Don't gamble
away your chances for a bumper crop
with slipshod methods. Let big, fastwill

working tools and modem power make
up for the shortage of time.
The fields are now soaked with moisture that must be conserved. "Stubbleddry out quickly. If you have a

in" fields

large acreage still unplowed cultivate
ahead of the drill with

it

the early weeds, permit sure covering of
the grain, and still leave enough of the
stubble to guard against soil blowing.
You can put the fields under the disk at
the rate of 70 acres a day, then follow

with a McCormick-Deering Power-Lift
Drill that seeds 40 to 50 acres each
working day. And after the emergency
of this spring is past you can put your
big tillage tools to

If you have a tractor, talk to the
McCormick-Deering agent about the
big disk harrows, field cultivators, and
peg-tooth harrows he sells for tractor
operation. Or he can show you McCor-

mick-DeeringTractors forthe important
work. Tools for horse use, too. More
power, bigger tools, faster and better

a McCormick-Deering
21-foot disk harrow or
12-foot field cultivator.
This cultivation will kill

work on the summer

fallow.

TRACTOR CULTIVATOR— 30 to 40 Acres a Day

work — that's

the combination that will start
prairie province acres
on the way to a bumper
yield early this year.

International Harvester Company
HAMILTON
CANADA
of Canada, Ltd.
— Brandon, Winnipeg, Man., Calgary, Edmonton, Lethbrldge,

Western Branchej

Alta.,Estevan, N.Battleford.Regina, Saskatoon, Yorkton, Sask.

McCormick-Deering
Tillage Tools
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EDITORIAL
SUBSCRIBE FOR HANSARD!
Following the announcement of the proposed reduction in
the income tax by ten per cent., R. B. Bennett, Conservative
member for West Calgary, commended the Liberal Government's action, but himself went very much further. He advocated the abolition of the tax, thus setting himself in opposition to the fairest and soundest of all the Dominion taxes.
Extensive press publicity has been given to Mr. Bennett's
speech, but this most reactionary proposal has been passed
over somewhat lightly. The completely devastating replies
to Mr. Bennett of G. G. Coote and J. S. Woodsworth on February 21st have received and will receive little publicity in
the daily press.

2,

raised, however, is of the most
importance to every farmer and farm woman and to
every citizen of small or moderate means. For these classes
would be saddled with an increasing share of the task of
paying the interest and principal on ihe national debt if Mr,
Bennett's proposal were adopted, just as they are being so
saddled in a lesser degree by the income tax reductions
announced by the Liberal Government.
We would therefore urge all our readers to turn to the
verbatim reports Qf the speeches in the budget debate, as
published in Hansard, the official record. Hansard is published at the comparatively low price of $3 for the session.
It is issued daily to all subscribers.
Within the last week
there has appeared in its pages information upon public questions of very great value. This information should be in the
hands of every citizen who is concerned to prevent the
further penalization of the producing classes for the benefit
of the powerful interests which finance both old political

economy:
"The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the Government as nearly as pos-

political

IN PROPORTIGiN to their REiSPECTiVE
sible
ABILITIES: THAT I)S, IN PROPORTION TO THE
REVENUE WHICH THEY REiSPEiCTIVELY ENJOY
UNDER I'HE PROTECTION OF TFIE STATE."
The income tax, whidh the Liberal Government proposes
and whioh Mr. Bennett would abolish, is the only
important Federal tax in which this principle is abserved.
*
*
*
The amendment to the buidget, moved by G. G. Coote
in behalf of the LT. F. A., was seconded by A. A. Heaps,
supported
is
by the Prog-ressive
Labor, Winnipeg, and
to reduce

members of the House

of
*

Commons.
*

*

1

^

In addition to the speeches of Mr. Coote and Mr. Woods-;
worth, we have received, in copies of Hansard to hand as we'
speeches of other Farmer,
of
the
go to press, reports
Labor and Proigressive memfbers which we would commend to
the notice of our readers. The whole of the budget debate
as recorded in Hansard is well worthy of study.
*
*
*
Radio Station CHCY of Edmonton has received many
complaints from listeners-in, in respect to an occurrence
during the Annual Convention when this station commenced
Maophail's speech, then being
to broadcast before Miss
The
broadcast over another station, had been completed.
Executive of the U. F. A. has been satisfied that no blame
connection
with this unfortunate
attached to anyone in
occurrence.
The explanation given by CHCY, which the
Executive found entirely satisfactory, will be given ini
our next issue.
^

*

*

AN EXAMPLE TO FOLLOW
(Edmonton Journal)
The Western Producer has had a series

of very effective
on the recent revelations regarding contributions to
campaigTi funds. In order to show how' imnecessary it is to
raise these from lamong those who are looldng for favors
from the party, it cites the small expenditures that U. F. A.
members have made on their caimpaigris and their reliance
wholly on their own supporters for the money that they require. Mr. Spencer of Battle River, it points out, though his
riding is one of the largest in all (ianada, spent $372.50 last
year, and he linew where every cent of it came from. He is
as a consequence "free to represent his constituents and no
In pursuing the course that it has, the U. F. A.
ojie else."
has accomplished a great deal towards the bettering of political conditions and its example .should have a far-reacfhing
articles

effect.

*

parties.

Subscriptions should be addressed to the King's Printer,
Ottawa, and remittances should be made by postal money
order, express order, or by cheque. Single copies of Hansard
may be obtained for 5 cents, but we strongly recommend that
wherever possible our readers subscribe for the session.
In these columns we cannot devote more than a fraction
of the space to Federal affairs that the importance of the
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issues raised in the House of Commons would warrant. By
reading Hansard our readers can prepare themselves to meet
the propaganda in favor of unsound and inequitable taxation
which is now being carried on throughout ihe Dominion.
*
*
*
In the budget debate G. G.- Coote quoted the folLowing
pi-inciple of taxation laid down by Adam. Smith, the father of
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MOTHER OF GENEROSITY
(Ottawa Citizen)
remembered that all the reforms China is now
offered were asked for at the Wasihington Disarmament Conference, one begins to wonder at the belated conversion on
the part of the powers and to esk if it is not a cage of necessity being the mother of their generosity.

When

it is

4
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Old Age Pensions and Spray Lakes Power
Feature Debates in Second Week in the
Alberta Legislative Assembly
Attorney-General in Clear-cut Speech Delivers Emphatic Reply to Boudreau Complaint of Persecution and
No Request for Inquiry
States Dinning Would Welcome Inquiry Before Co mmittee of Assembly
Comes From Liberal Benches Bounden Duty to Investigate When Grave Suspicions Aroused

—

—

Staff Correspondence

Boudreau States He
Has Been Persecuted
"Not an Atom of Truth" Is Baker's
Reply to Member's Charge Importance of Decency in Elections

—

FRIDAY'S SITTING
EDMONTON,
made

Feb.

18—Serious charges

the Legisilature todiay by
Lucien Boudreau, Liberal member for
St. Albert, land repudiated by Perren
w^ere

in

Baker, Minister of Education,

who

fol-

lowed him. Referring to R. J. Dinning,
liiquor Commissioner, as the greatest
political heeler in existence, Mr. Boudreau Oharged the Government forces
with having used "stool pigeons" to have
the license of a hotelkeeper cancelled on
no other ground than that this man was
a friend of Boudreau's.

Mr. Boudreau stated that he had been
persecuted by the employment of an official from
the insurance branch, who
was sent to St. Albert to investigate the
late election so that he could be unseated if possible and a place found for Alex.
Ross, former Minister of Public Works.
Mr. Baker, replying, said there was not
an atom of truth in the charge. There
had been no persecution. Mr. Boudreau
had used very "intemperate words." With
r6g!a.rd to the investigation in St. Albert,
the Minister contended that where there
was grave suspicion it vms the bounden
duty of any Government to investigate.
disclosures made
public had
in the past there had been
altogether too much of tfhat kind of thing
going on, and the people of certain parts
o£ the Province would have to learn that
elections would have to be carried on
strictly in accordance with decency and
law.

Recent

shown that

"The rest of the people of this Provand especially those who are seriously minded," he went on, "certainly
will not agree that Mr. Dinning is the
ince,

greatest political heeler in existence."
R. H.

PARKYN ON

PROBLEMS OF LABOR
R. H. Parkyn, Labor, Oalgary, resumed the debate, d&ailing in an academic
way with labor problems. He discussed

the
f actons
governing unemployment;
the increasing effioiency of machinery of
production;
decrease of consumptive
power; and the 48-hourweek. Mr. Parkyn
quoted figures from income tax returns
to show that the employers of la-bor paid
more income tax in Alberta than in

Saskatchewan, and urged on employers
that great industrialiists had proved that
by shortening hours of lalbor and paying

more

in

wages, more prosperity

all

around

resulted.

Mr. Paa-kyn impressed upon the Government the need to put their high ideals
into practice, and not to fear to leave
the beaten track.

BOUDREAU WANTS CHANGE
IN LIQUOR

CONTROL

Lucien Boudreau, after a humorous recital of ihis election experiences, asked
the Government why there was no reduction in taxation
He praised the late
Liberal Government, and referred to the
audit of the public accounts in 1921,
which, he stated, was instigated in order to have the membere of the late
Government put in jail. United States
accountants, he sairt, aad been employed,
an assertion which Premier Brownlee
rose and denied.
He wanted the Liquor
Board taken out, of the control of one
man, and placed in the control of a
Board of three or five.
Oharginig that this was a "one man
Government" in which no other I\tinister
was allowed to make any announcement.^,
the member said if the Province had
really secured its railways it was due to
the Minister of Railways having dissented from the views' of the late Premier.
Mr. Greenfield, he asserted, had been appointed to the post of immigration agent
to atone for having put him out oi office.

PERREN BAKER
ADDRESSES ASSEMBLY

reminded the loader that the officials
were the same as employed by the late
Government in the days of courageous
leadership.

With regard to the text booiks, this
cry had originated in the East, and Mr.
Shaw, said the Minister, had taken it
from the Tory Saturday Night.
Mr.
Shaw rose and stated that he never read
the Saturday Night.

THE MATTER OF
TEXT BOOKS
Mr. Baker stated that the text books
were selected by a committee of teachers, and Mr.
Stow had himself stated
that the teachers were all right.
In
placing before this committee 120 books,
98 of which were printed in Canada, 10 in
Great Britain, 'and 12 in the United
States, for the selection of a Latin text
all other things being equal,
and merit the only criterion, was the
Minister to say to tiie committee: "Here
are so many good text books made in
Canada, so many from Great Britain,
and we know there are 25 from the
United States, but don't look at them."

book, and

Mr. Baker

Ross.

Mr. Boudreau had stated that he had
been in politics for 20 years, and the
Minister said he had fonnd it interesting
to hear the member for St. Albert talk
on liquor. "Possibly he has been con"At any rate, he is a
verted," he said.
great converter."
iComing to the business of education,
the Minister stated that he was glad the
Liberal party had offered to supply the
vigorous and courageous leadership in
educational matters so badly needed, but
unfortunately the people of the Province
had interfered, and the matter would
have to remain as it was.
Mr. Shaw had broadcast the story that
all was not well in the educational de-

partment

from

Peace

River

to

Milk

The text books, the ourriculum
River.
and the leadership were poor. But with
kindly consideration for himself as Minister, the blame had been placed on the
He thanked him for that, but
officials.

that the

children

of

The reason why the Benson and Betts'
book on agriculture was used was simply
because there was no equivalent printed
in Canada, but there were several manuscripts

Perren Baker, Minister of Education,
said the very serious charges made by
the memjber from St. Albert v/ould be
dealt with by the Attorney-General. He
repudiated the idea that Mr. Boudreau
had been persecuted or that he "was to be
slaughtered" to find a seat for Alex

felt

this Province must have the best obtainable, even if it were necessary to go to
Great Britain, United States or Honolulu.

in

course

preparation.

of

Mr.

Baker pointed out that although these
books were used they were merely books
of reference, and the ourriculum did not
necessarily require study of the pontions
objected to.
Dealing reluctantly with Mr. McGillivray's reference to the trip which the
Conservative leader had made into the
south country, after which he made the
statement that he could understand why
Mr. Baker preferred to remain in a
Cabinet position, the Minister pictured
the vicissitudes of the people who, with
himseilf, had pioneered in that district.
He thought that these words should
.

never have been uttered.

If

he inter-

preted Mr. McGiOlivray's meaning wrongly he owed the leader an apology, and
vice-versa, if rightly the leader oiwed

him

one.

words were merely spokeij
thoughtlessly," he said feelingly, "the
leader would have to learn that one
gentleman should never speak jestingly
of the pecuniary circumsitances of an"If these

ot/her

gentleman."

resrard to the "geiTymander" in
Cypress, Mr. Baker stated that there had
been no division of Gaul into three
pieces.
The present riding arose on account of the demand to have tihe city

With
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of Medicine Hat taken from the rural
parts so as to look after its own interests as a city.
Referring to Mr. MoGillivray's sugges.
tion to create large constituencies with
five seats, employing proportional representation, Mr. Baker showed that in
Cypress the U. F. A. had received 1220
votes;' the Liberals 741 and the Conservaties 175.
If the Conservatives could
only olbtain ]75 votes in 118 townships,
what benefit would it be to them^ to
make the riding larger. It seemet^ to
the Minister that from the Conservatives' point of
view they were how
altogether too large.
^0

Baker Reviews Work
of the Department
of Education
Labor Member Objects to Cadet Training

—Lymburn

Gives Answer to

Boudreau Charges

MONDAY'S SITTING
EDMONTON,

Feb.

21.—Interrogation

of a someiwhat
lively
nature featured
the session this afternoon.
First
the
Minister of Education was subjected
to a barrage of questions with regard to
cadet training from the LalDor benches.
Then, later on, the Attorney General was
interrupted during his recital
of
the
events referred to by the member for
S't. Albert a few days ago, by oocuipants
of the Liberal benches.
On several occasions it was necessary for the Speaker
to intervene.
Speakers for the afternoon were the
Minister of Education. C. Y. Weaver,
Edmonton (Cons.), the Attorney General,
and G. W. Smith, Red Deer (U. F. A.).
Speakers at the evening session were
D. H. Galbraith, Namton and D. C. Breton,

Leduc.

REVIEWS WORK OF

DEPARTMENT

Mr. Baker in a 'comprehensive report,
reviewed the work of the Educational
Department. Dealing first with institutions, he showed that the enrolment for
1926 was 13012, as compared with 333
in 1920.

Out

of

tliis

total 985

students

were

born in the British Empire, as follows:
Canada, 806, with representatives from
every Province, the Yukon sending 3,
Onitario 257, Alberta 291; other parts of
Empire 179; while 221
British
the
students were born in foreign countries.
The University was a centre of sicientific knowledge. Work included research

and the increase of knowledge regarding plant diseases; rust; root rot, considered by some experts to be equally
pests; also experiments in
menacing;
improved varieties of
order to find
experiiments dn feeding stock;
grain;

experiments with tar sands and coal;
and Dr. ColHp's work in respect to glands
and biochemistry. Dr. Collip shared in
His parathythe discoveiry of Insmlin.
had attracted worldroid gland work
wide attention.
The University had laboratories for
making available for the use of the
community the knowledge which science
has obtained, and the skill of trained
scientists, there being a Provincial laboratory and also an industriiaJl laboratoo'.
Through the publication of bulletin
.s

U. F. A.

the Department of Education carried on
a s'ood work throughout the Provin'ce.

WORK OF

NORMAL SCHOOLS

Reviewing the work of the Normal
Schools, Mr. Baker referred to the paucity
of a few years ago of efficient teachers,
and the need then for the permit system.
An endeavor had been made to
raise the standard. "We do not have
ideal teachers yet," the Minister went on.
"If we did there would be no necessity
for examination, but merely tests."
Then Mr. Baker took up C. L. Gibbs'
suggestions with regard to secondairy
training for teachers at the University.
Opinions of authorities differed, but at
the same time the Minister said that the
University did not ignore that phase,
fior
as several studenits were enrolled
the degree of B. A. of Education.
Children beyond the reach of schools
were provided for by correspondence from
the Technical School at Calgai-y, which
had provided for 22'5 students this year.
The work of the Institute of Technology
had elicited numerous press references
speaking highly of the good accomplished by this institute, which cared for 886
students in

all

branches.

(129) 5

Edmonton had no central camipaigrn
fund, nor had they received money from
any outside source, each
candidate
in

having provided his own expenses. He
thought the clinics on the whole, were
good, but warned the Minister of Health
against "these new notions" such as
the sterilisation of the mentally unfit.
He wanted to know in whose b^nds the
ultimate decision would rest, and insisted that
nothing
be done without
proper analysis and investigation.
AM other Provinces used the Canadian
Latin text books except Alberta, which
was isiignificant if not conclusive, that such
a text book could be obtained.
The
use of an American tex;t
book was
neither good nor proper from the point
of view of this country.
The curriculum was too rigid and
contained verj' little provision for the
case of children with different minds
and different talents. They lacked sufficient inspection, and it was claimed that
poor facilities oompeliled many parents
to send their children to private schools.
Mr. Weaver also dealt with inspection
railiway extensions on the
of mines;
redistribution; highways,
L. & N. W.
and natural resources.
;

SAVING OF $30,000
FOR TEXT BOOKS

ATTORNEY-GENERAL
MAKES DEBUT

After showing that a saving of $30,000
had been made through the furnishing
of text books at wholesale, Mr. Baker

made

intimated that the question of fire inbuildings raised by
surance of school
Mr. White would be given favorable consideration by

the

Department.

CADET TRAINING
IN THE SCHOOLS
After admitting that the statements of
Gibbs with regard to the Strathcona Trust for cadet training were accurate, Mr. Baker quoted figures to show
that 31 points in Allberta had organized
cadet corps, and dealing with the cost
of this service, the amount of the Trust
g-rants. was reading an extract from
the Red Deer News to show that there
were two opinions on the question prevalent in the Province, when Alderman
Gibbs interjected the query if the Minister endorsed the opinion expressed by
the editorial read. The Minister replied
that he was not expressing agreement or
disagreement, but merely showing that
Shaw
Capt.
two opinions prevailed.
asked if it were not a fact that the
cadet training in any school could not
take place without the consent of the
C. L.

Miinister,

to

which Mr. Baker gave an

affirmative answer.

BELIEVES MENACE NOT
SUFFICIENTLY SEVERE
The Minister went on to say that in
the opinion of this Government, in view
of the local option privileges which left
a district free to decide for itself in
menace of mllitariiiSm
the matter, the
was not suffiiciently pironounced for the
Quebec
In
Department to interfere.
there were '5'2,775 cadets or 9.04 per cent,
of enrollment, while Alberta had 4,-973.
or 3.37 per cent.
The Minister reviewed the process
whereby the curriculum is selected, and
the
also quoted figures showing that
children of the Province are receivingmore schooling now than five years ago,
trained
that the teachers are better
and that the general level of attainment
has been greatly raised.
Edmonton,

assured
the house that the Conservative party
C.

Y.

^Weaver,

General,
F.
Lymbairn, Attorney
his debut, and left the impression
that he is well able to take care of himself in debate.
He declared that he
had no dislike for the member for S't.
J.

Albert, but he slated that

gentleman un-

frequent interruption
mercifully amid
from 'the Liberal benches.
With regard to Mr. Boudreau's asserbetion that there was an agreement
tween the Premier and Mr. Greenfield
with regard to the London appointment,
Mr. Lymburn denied this, stating that
would
have to judge
Province
the
between the word of the Premier and
that of the member for St. Albert.

BOUDREAU'S CHARGES

UNFOUNDED
In reply to Mr. Shaw, the Attorney
'Theire was no arGeneral affirmed:
rangement of any kind made with Mr.

Greenfield prior to the election." Coming to the "unfounded statements" of
Mr. Boudreau, the Attorney General said
that the statement thiat a license had
been granted on the recommendation of
absolutely
the U. F. A. candidate was
untrue. The candidate had called at the.
Commissioner's office and spoke as to
the applicant's character and qualifications, but had never urged the granting
Commissioner
the
of the license, and
Normandeau bad
that
did not know
With
called until three weeks later.
regard to the letter mentioned by the
complainant, iit was posted on June 15th,
at
Oommissioner
the
to
addressed
Ottawa, and had followed him around
for

some

At

this
rupted to

conside^'able time.
point Joseph T. Shaw inter,
ask a question, whereupon the

Attorney General asked. "Are you standing behind the accusations of the member for St. Albert? If you are I refuse
to allow you any questions," to which
Mr. Shaw replied that he was seeking
facts.

DUTY OF GOVERNMENT
TO INVESTIGATE
Answering the claim that the Government had gone out of its way to persecute M<r. Boudreau, the Attorney General
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day and generation
said that in this
there were still some members on the
Liberal benches who had not learned
that it was just as much a crime tc
steal votes as to steal anything else.
It was the duty of the Government on
intormation being laid to begin investiThis they had done, and the
gations.
Government had
the
result was that
told the informants that the evidence
triiad,
and
did not warrant a criminal
intimiating that a civil action could be
entered into.

LICENSEE

PLEADED GUILTY
That the Comissioner had refused to
cancel the suspension of a liicense on
was a
the ground that the licensee
friend of Boudreau's and that -a stool
pigeon had induced a minor to enter the
place in order to have the licensee convicted was untrue, and Mr. Lymburn
explained that the youth admitted having been a frequenter of the hotel, and
the bartender having been first warned,
without result, charges were laid and
the licensee had pleaded guilty as well.

The Commissioner had never at any
time discussed Mr. Boudreau's political
with anyone whatsoever.
affiliations
If Mr. Boudreau had any evidence as to
that he requested that it be produced.
Here Mr. Boudreau remarked that he
was not paid to do that, and the Attorney
General retorted that it was the duty
of any member of the House to see that
the laws of the Province were resipected.
With regard to the man Derouchies
who, Mr. Boudreau claimed, had been
taken from Mis home at midnight and
subjected to some kind of third degree,
man's
Mr. Lymburn quoted from the
sworn testimony to show that such was
The details of a "birthnot the case.
day" ipa,rty were enumerated, and the
man had pleaded guilty to a charge of
securing beer on the permit of another.

WOULD WELCOME

COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY

Mr. Dinning would not only be willing
but exceedingly glad to appear before
any committee of the Assembly and
give the fullest particulars with regard
to any matter involved.
"I am disappointed that one belonging
to a race famous for its courtesy and
chivalry, should shelter himself behind
the privilegres of this House in order
to make statements which are not only
slanderous but untrue," concluded Mr
Lymburn.
\
Mr. Giroux asked why it Vas necessary to take a man from the insurance
branch to investiarate, when there were
the Provincial police, the criminal icode,

and the controverted elections act?
Mr. Lymburn replied that Mr. Brace
was head ol the insurance department,
by
being paid for his services partly
companies and partly by the GovernOwing to this man's special
ment.
an investigator, he
qnaJLifications as
the
to
transferred
General's department, being
Attorney
paid hy that Department for the time

sometimes

wais

employed.
Mr. Lymburn wound up with an analysis of the development of "group government."
Milton McKeen, Dac Ste. Anne, was
appointed Deputy Speiaker, on motion oi
the Premier.

THE QUESTION OF
SIMON PURE FARMERS
G.

W. Smith, Red Deer, remarked that
who had brought up the question

those

March
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the slmon pure farmer
seemed to
forget the fact
that
they themselves
were members of the legal profession,
and on account of the environment in
of

which they were placed they were not
sufficiently in touch with the problems
which confromted othe]f members
of
society, chiefly the rural communities,
he thought that the lack of harmomious
conditions on the farms during the last
few years was caused by the fact that
members of the learned professions had
provided the admanistration.

SAVING IF FARMERS
GET GOOD SEED
D. H. Galbraith, Nanton, pointed out
the great amoun** of money whch would
be saved to the Province yearly if farmers would secure good seed and conquer
the weed problem.
Alberta possessed
the world's best seed, and now was the
time to protect the great northland from
the weed invasion which had entailed
great losses to the south country in past
years.
in
LeduiC,
a
dealt
D. C. Breton,
splendid miaiden speech, with the main
problems of his constituency, mainly
highways, railway extensions and immi-

gration.
pression.

Mr. Breton made a good im-

Twelve Government

bills

were given

second reading.
O'

Assembly Discusses
Old Age Pensions on
Motion of J.T.Shaw
Government Contends Financial Responsibility Should Be Federal and Therefore Is Dissatisfied With Bill
Before Parliament

TUESDAY'S SITTING
EDMONTON,

Feb.

22— Old age

pen-

sions were the subject of a spirited debate in the Assembly on Tuesday, on a
resolution introduced by Joseph T. Shaw,
Bow Valley (Liberal) and participated in
by W. W. Prevey, Edmonton (Liberal);
(Conserva.
A. A. McGillivray, Oalgary
five); O. L. McPherson, Minister of Public Works, and the Premier, who adjourned the debate in the endeavor to find a
basis

on

whoh

agreement

could

be

reached.

Mr. Shaw's reisolution was as follows:
Resolved, that in the opinion of this
House the Government should Introduce at this session, an old age pension bill In harmony with and complementary to the Federal legislation
now before the Parliament of Canada,
in order that pensions may be made
available with the least possible delay
to the deserving, qualified and aged
people of this Province.
An amendment was introduced to the
resolution by A. A. McGillivray to delay
action until suoh time as an old age pension hill shall be definitely enacted by
Mr. McGillibray,
the Dominion house.
in introdu'cing the amendment, accused
Mr. Shaw of merely making a political
o-esture, so that members of the Liberal
parity could go up and down the length
and breadth of the country and pose as
the champions of the poor and aged.

SHAW TRACES HISTORY
OF STRUGGLE
opportunist, traced

the history

struggle for old age pensions.
No one
throughout the length and breadth of the

Dominion would be found who was definitely opposed to the principle of such
a measure. Old age pensions should be
provided not as a matter of oharity, but
as a matter of right and justice.
Prom 1912 until the present date the
question had been a burning one in the

Dominion House, and each year had witnessed the appointment of committees to
investigate the feasibility of the idea. In
the last two years progress had been
made and a definite report had been presented on the snbject by a committee in
1924.
This committee made certain recommendatioms, among which iwas the
buggestion that Provincial Governments
should be taken into iconference. The
principle was adopted in the House of
Commons and referred back to the committee to take the matter up with the
Provinces.
Mr. Shaw read the reply at that time
of Geo. Hoadley, Acting Premier,
in
which it was stated that the Province of
Alberta was not prepared to assume responisihiility
unless the Dominion w^as
willing to assume a larger share- of the
financing and aidoninistration, and also
give a guarantee that that assistance
once given would not be withdramm. The
communication also stated that the Province was not satisfied that a non-contributory scheme was the best one.
After reyieiwing fully legal opinions
with regard to the question of Dominion
and Provincial rights, Mr. Shaw stated
that an exact duplicate of the 1926 measure, based on the committee's recommendations, was now before the Dominion
House, and it would be passed there.
Whether it would come to grief in the
Senate or not he did not know. He did
not think a conference on the question
could serve any useful purpose, and he
wanted no delay to take place, so that
immediately on the bill being passed the
deserving aged of this Province would
get relief from the earliest hour.

BELIEVES COST

NOT VERY GREAT
The Province's siliare, he contended,
was not so very great, as basing calculations on the lasit census and the experience of other countries. Alberta would
only have approximately 2500 aged of
70 years. Not all of these would receive
the full quota of $240 per year. The total
cost would be $300,000.

Mr. Shaw enumerated many ways in
which the Dominion assisted other
schemes and assured the members that
the Dominion would abide by the agreement.
]\Tr. Prevey, Edmonton, said there were
very few opponents of the principle, but
many people made excuses. They should
declare either for or against the prin-

ciple.

M'GILLIVRAY MOVES

AMENDMENT

A. A. McGillivray, Calgary (Conservative leader) said that everybody was in
favor of an old age pension scheme when
presented on the proper occasion and at
The facts had to be
the proper time.

faced squarely, however, as to whether
the Province was prepared to take the
responsibility of endorsing an act which
was not yet enacted into legislation at
Ottawa.
"Rightly or wrongly I am sincere in
believing that the leader of the Liberal
party in placing this re.solution on the
'

Joseph T. Shaiw, Liberal leader, disclaiming the aocusiation that he was an
of

the

2nd, 1927
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order paj)er before the matter was passed by the Dominion Hooise, is simply
making a political gesture, and I am
prepared to take the responsibility of
standing in this Houise and protesting
against such mefchods."
In exiaminlng the resolution itself, Mr.
McGillivray drew attention to the words
'in harmony with" and "complementarjto" the Federal legislation, and stiated
that it was ohviously absurd to ask the

AssemMy

assume responsibility for

to

a measTire not yet enacted, and which in
fact might not toe enacted.
In closing he moved an amendment to
the effect that sucih a measure he discussed and considered when passed at
Ottawa.

U. F. A.
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did object to the practices creeping into
the Dominion House of passing legislation involving the Provinces to definite

quired by this scheme to the decreased
moneys available, would create a dangerous financial situation.

commitments without iconsultation. On
occasion Provinces had been drawn into
the assumption of heavy expenditures on
the imderstanding that the Dominion
would participate, and such anticipated
assistance had been withdrawn at a
time when the people were encouraged
This liad meant that
to look for it.
either ttie Province had to take up the

MR. McGILLIVRAY'S

v/hoile

expenditure

or

discontinue

the

service.
Tlie Premier had no reason .to question the finding of the law officers of

the Dominion, that the Dominion had no
to initiate a icompulsory Federal

power

scheme, but he based his argument on
the contention that the Dominion would
have to pass an act in which the Federal
treasury would be responsible for 100
per cent, instead of the 50 per cent,
proposed as at present.
The Dominion bad no right to cause
any Province to create ohligations involving heavy expenditures without conThey should have carried out
sultation.
the recommendation of their own comThe Provincial
mittee in that regard.
Government were asked to set up admin-

AMENDMENT

The amendment by A. A. McGillivray,
seconded by D. M. Duggan, was that all
the words in the resolution after the
word "should" be struck out and the fol-

lowing substituted therefor:
Bearing in mind that there presently
is
legislation
before the Don^inion
Parliament with respect to old
age
pensions, provide an opportunity for
the members of this House to consider
and discuss the whole question of old
age pensions, and if thought fit introduce an old age pensions bill so
soon as Federal legislation upon this
subject has
been enacted by the
Dominion Parliament.

Urge Necessity for
Purely Federal Plan
of Old Age Pensions
Government Amendment Adopted Following Important Debate
Labor
Makes Appeal for Adoption of

—

•Measure Now Before
Parliament

machinery without having any
say as lo the terms and conditions of
istrative

financial obligations or of how to protect tihe Province against the inflow of

people from Provinces not accepting the

"We

believe that the financial onus
on the taxpayers of the Dominion"
said the Premier, "and we as a Province

is

do not propose to accept the imposition
of financial obligations with no voice
in the framing of such legislation or its
administration."

The Government had been prepared to
down with the Dominion House and

sit

discuss the situation, hut no opportunity

AMENDMENT NOT

VERY ACCEPTABLE
The Premier did not find the admendment of Mr. McGillivray very acceptable

Mcpherson

Mcpherson states
government's objections
O. L.

McPiherson, Mimister

of Public
Works, in what was practically his first
speech in the AssemWy, went fully into
details as to why the legislation as at
present drafted was not acceptable to

the

Province.

The

reasons advanced
opinion of the
Cabinet the whole question of adminis-

were mainly

tJiat in the

and the financial responsibility
should be assumed by the Dominion.
The Minister quoted authorities in
support of his
contention, and stated
that in the House of Commons Mr. Irvine
had moved that the bill be reported back
to the committee to investigate further
the
hringing in of a purely
Federal
measure. Other Provincial Premiers had
taken the attitude that it was a Federal
matter, and should one Province pass
the complementary legislation and others
refuse, there would be a drift of the
particular class of people interested to
the Province accepting it.
tration

PREMIER OBJECTS TO

GROWING DOMINION PRACTICE
J. E. Brownlee, Premier, in sltating the
position of the Government, said they
did not oppose the principle, but they

T. Shaw.
The first was moved by
Premier Brownlee. and was intended to
change the amendment offered by the

Conservative leader the previous day.
This, when voted on, after a lengthy discussion, wiped out the latter part of Mr.
McGillivray's
amendment,
after
the
word "pensions" in the third line, and

plan in order to adequately provide
the
for old age pensions throughout

Dominion."
This amendment carried by a majority

on the ground that it did not
place the Assembly definitely on record
on the question. He thought the Assembly should take a definite stand, but he
did not want to multiply resolutions and

of 41 to 16 all the Government supiportmasse while Liberals,
ers voting en
Labor and Oonservativeis took the neg'a-

resolutions. He proposed
that the debate be adjourned to permit
the situation to be canvassed, so that the
matter could be dealt with in such a
way that it would not become a political

At this point Andferw Smeaton, Labor
(Lethbridge), offered another amendment, but the speaker ruled that it be
deferred untU Mr. McGillivray's amend-

either,

L.

.

weit on to
"Urge upon the Dominion Government the necessity for a purely Federal

had been offered.

o.

—

Feb.
23
Two new
offered dtiring the
resumption of the debate on the old age
pension resolution introduced by Joseph

amendments were

measure.

HON.

WEDNESDAY'S SITTING
EDMONTON

amendments to

football.
If the age limit rema;ined at 70, the
financial responsibilty would approximate $300,000, while if the age limit was
placed at 65 or 60 it would run up to
The Government could not
$600,000.

undertake this committment without considering ways and means. The coal tax.
having been declared by the Supreme
Court to be ultra vires, had reduced the
coal royalties

from $30,000 to

$5,000.

REDUCTION IN REVENUE
PRESS HAD IGNORED
The new assessment of the

imunicipali-

had caused a reduction of $275,000
in the revenues of the Province, a fact
which the press had ignored. The Budget would show that various causes had
resulted in decreased revenues! and next
year the fuU effect of the assessment
would be felt. What the people had g'ained on account of the reduced assessment
would have to be borne by the Provincial
Government, and to add tihe $600,000 reties

tive.

ed amendment had been voted on. The
vote this time was similar to the previous
one.
W. Parquharson, U. F. A., was
paired, for the motion, with C. S. Pingle,
Liberal, against, the latter being absent

through

illness.

ANDREW SMEATON'S
AMENDMENT
The Speaker now accepted Mr. Smeatnew amendment, which was as fol-

on's

lows:

That this House, while regretting
the meagre pension and the 70-year
age qualification to deserving aged
people under the proposed Old Age
Pensions Act now before the Federal
Parliament, believes that the best
interest of those who will require this
assistance will be served by the acceptance of the proposed act, and
therefore this House agrees that with
the passing of the Federal legislation
the necessary legislation be enacted
in Alberta bringing the Federal Old
Age Pension Act into operation.
(Continued on page 27)
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NEWS FROM THE ALBERTAWHEAT POOL HEAD OFFICE
Information for Members and Locals Edited by the Educational Department of the Alberta Wheat Pool

ANDREW CAIRNS

Directors is fully aware of the fact
that the paramount requisite of a
successful and permanent co-operative enterprise is a well-informed

membership.
It goes without saying that the
task of keeping the membership
informed cannot be done by a few.
We need the whole-hearted co-

INTER-PROVINCIAL BOARD TO

MEET

co-operation.

Lew Hutchinson,

Director of the Department of Education

Mr. Cairns arrived on February 15tii
from IVlinneapolis to tal<e charge of the
Department of Education of the Alberta

Wheat

Pool.

Mr. Cairns was born in Scotland, but
has lived in Canada since 1905. He came
from New Brunswick to Alberta in 1915
and operated a farm in partnership with
his brothers for several years at Islay.
the
In the winter cf 1917 he attended
Vermilion School of Agriculture, and
attended the Olds School of Agriculture
He completed his agricultural
in 1919.
course at the University of Alberta during the years of 1920-23.
During the past four years Mr. Cairns
has been connected with the Department
of Agricultural Economics of the University of Minnesota.
For two years
(1924-25) he held a travelling fellowship
granted by the International Education
Board (a branch of the Rockefeller
foundation), .which time he spent In
making a first hand study of the large
co-operative associations in the United
States.
0

WILL OUTLINE WORK OF

DEPARTMENT

IN

NEW

NEXT

ISSUE

An

outline of the

work which the

Educational Department, and the
publicity branch of same, expect to
undertake will be presented in the
next issue of "The U. F. A." The
chief functions of the Department
of Education is, of course, to furnish members with any information which will enable them to
understand more clearly the problems confronting their association.
The Educational Department was
instituted because your Board of

affairs of their organization. The attendanice at many of the meetings has (been
The number and
very satisfactory.
type of ques'tions put to the sipeakers at
tlie
indicates
meetings
various
the
splendid success v-e have had in maintaining the members' interest and augTir
well for the progress of the Pool.
The Pool extends a cordial invitation
to everyone interested in the welfare ot
the farmers and the Province of Alberta,
W^e are desirto attend our meetings.
ous of obtaining the maximum attendW^e particularly
ance at all meetings.
emiphasiize
the
point that
wlish to
everyone, whether they he member's or
non-Pool members, merchants or other
business men, are invited to come, not
merely as li&teners, but to take part in
a frank and open discussion of all the
protjilems iconfronting the Pool.
W. J. Jackman, Director for Edmonton, will address meetings at the follow,
the
dates mentioned"
ing points on
March 7th, at Blackfoot, at 2.30 p.m.;
Maroh 8tlh, at Kitscoty, at 2.30 p.m.;
March 9th,, at Islay, at 2.30 p. m.; March
10th, at Dewberry, at 2.30 p. m.

for

Cam-

March lOth, at Leader Sichool,
March 10th, at Zenith School,
March 11th, at Gadsby, at
Manch 11th at Westwood

m.;

8 p.

at 2 p. m.;
at '8 p.m.;

p. m.;
School, a,t 8

2

Ben

S.

p.

m.

Plumer,

Calgary District,
at

t/he

foillowiing

for
South
address meetings
points on the
dates

Director

will

March &th, at Cluny, at 2
March 8t)h, at Gleichen, at 8
March 9th, at Namaka, at 2 p.m.;

mentioned:
p.

Farmers throughout the Province are
manifesting very keen interest in the

Director

address meetings at the following points on the dates mentioned:
Alarch 8th, at Ro^e Bank Siohool, at 8
March gth, at Halkirk, at 2 p. m.
p. m.;
March 9th, at Daisy Bank Siclhool, at
rose, will

p.

Wheat Pool Meetings

'

The Board of Directors of the
three Provincial Pools will meet in
Calgary on March 21st and 22nd.

•

operation of all Pool men-ibers. Any
suggestions or criticisms any member may have regarding the general nature or shortcomings of our
work or the type of inforrhation
desired will be appreciated at all
Send in your complaints,
times.
suggestions and criticisms. We are
here to serve you, but cannot serve
you at all adequately without your

CALGARY

IN

m.;
m.;

March
March
March

at Strathmore, at 8 p. m.;
10th, at Standard, at 2 p. m.;
lOth, at Chancellor, at 8 p. m.
MarrJh 11th, at Hussar, at 2 p. m.; March
12th, at Duchess, at 2 p. m.; March 12th,
at Brooks, at 8 p. m.
March 15th, at
Acadia Valley, at 2 p. m.;
March 16th,
March 16th, at
at Bind'loss, at 2 p. m.
Cavendish, at 8 p. m.;
March 17th, at
March 18th, at JenI^uffalo, at 2 p. m.;
ner, at 2 p. m.
9tli,

;

;

George Mclvor, Western Sales Manaof the Canadian Wheat Pool, will
address a meeting at Mi'lilet on Wednesday, March 16th, at 2.30 ip. m.
ger,

o

•

POOL WILL BE BROADCASTING
SOON

We

are

making

arrangements

we will make a further announcement,
giving the date and exact time you may
Any suggestions
tune in on the Pool.
from members relative to the nature of
or
any other matter
the programmes
will
be
connected witlh radio service
appreciated.

NO NEW CONTRACTS SENT OUT— DISREGARD RUMORS
The Edmonton Journal

to

broadcast fi-om Edmonton and Calgary
once a week.
The nature of the programmes has not been definitely settled
yet, ibut you may look for Itemis of
interest to all Pool members. When the
necessary an-angements are completed

of February 25th, gives the following report

from

Winnipeg:
"Officials of the Pool, it is reported, are somewhat concerned over the
disappointing returns of new contracts, which cover only some 3,000,000
acres so far, a considerably lower total than had been expected at this date.
Further contracts, however, are arriving steadily at the Pool offices."
We reproduce the report not because it has any foundation in fact, but
to warn our members not to pay any attention to such rumors. The Alberta
Poid has not yet decided when to start its new sign-up. The old contract,
which covers the crops of 1923 to 1927 inclusive, has been the only one sent
out so far. We are at present considering a few minor changes in the old
Members will be notified in advange when we expect to circulate
contract.
the new contracts, covering the crop years of 1928 to 1932 inclusive. Members
who have written in asking why they did not receive new contracts have been
misinformed. Not a single new contract has been sent out.
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Wheat Growing and Rural Economic Conditions
Argentine Republic

in the
By W.

J.

JACKMAN,

(Part

Bremner, Alberta, Special Representative, Canadian Co-operative Wheat Producers,

Two)

The second part

Mr. Jackman's
report on conditions in the Argentine,
IVIr. JacVcis published in this issue
man gives a most interesting account

Argentina has no offliciaJl inspeicdon
and grading of grain, no official weighing, and no system of public storage such

marketing conditions, and also describes the serious handicaps to producers created by the prevailing system of land tenure. In the next and
final part of his survey, the author
will discuss co-operation and its prospects in Argentina.
of

as exists in Canada.

Certain defiinite types of wheat have
been evolved, and classification is made
on that basis by the Camara Gremial de
Cereales de Buenos Aires, and the Camara Arbitral de Cereales de Rosario de
Santa Fe in connection with the Futures
Markets at Buenos Aires and Rosario.
Arranged in order of comparative values, the types of the Buenos Aires Exchange are:
Brazil, with a basic weight of 80
(1)
idlogrammes 'per hectollitre (62.1 Tbs. per
bushel).
Wheat base 78 kilos (60.5 lbs. per
(2)
bushel).
Bahia Blanco or Trigo de Pan
(3)
type, base 80 kilos, (62.1 lbs. per bushel).
Buenos Aires type, base 73 kilos
(4)
lbs. iper bushel).
t.")<6.6
These basic weights may be varied
from season to seasion by the Camaras.

BRAZIL TYPE IS
FINEST WHEAT
The Brazil type is much the
wheat produced in the Argentine.

finest

None

of iit finds its way to Europe. It is entirely used in supplyinp- the local millers,
and those of Brazil and Paraguay.

The other classes are wihat make up
wheat for Europe, settlement
being made with tlie grower on the basis

the export

of the weight and condition, "sano, seco
y limpio," (sound, dry and clean), with
a scale of discounts for deficiency in
any respect.

The Rosario types are classed as Nos.
2 and 3, No. 1 being the Brazil type.
No. 2, a lighter wheat which, like the
1,

Brazil type, excludes soft wheats such
and No. 3 covering all
as
Favorite,

wheats excluded from Nos.

The Rosario

1

and

2.

types
are exclusively
provinces of Santa Fe

wheats of the
and Cordoba.
Below are the preTailing prices for
the various types on one day in November:

At BuenOs Aires:
Brazil
78 kilos

$14.55
12.60
Bahia Blanoa._ 12.55
Buenos Aires__ 11. ©5

At Rosario de
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

S.

(Arg.) per Quintal

Fe:

14.20
12.20

are

infeipiority,

or

disiputes

the buyer for superiority over the f.a.q,
In the case of wheat of the new crop
which is sold at an agreed price before
making up the f.a.q.
for
the daites
samples, 96 per cent, is paid on delivery,
and the balance is held for adjustment
after the standards have been fixed.
In the case of exported wheat, samples
are made uip in London of all shipments

These form the
each month.
standard for that month, and all settlements are based on the conglomerate
sample. The system is silow and cumbersome. For some reason the sample
of November shipment is not available
in Buenos Aires until April, and settlements are correspondingly delayed.
The exporters mix wheat to a low
standard, and the London f.a.q. sample

j'eceived

therefore low gi'ade, and is said to

is

be

still

deterioratinig.

LITTLE INDUCEMENT TO

AIM AT QUALITY
The same

is true of farmers' shipunfortunately.
Under the system in vogue the groiwer has little inducement to aim at producing high
quality, as the benefit goes elsewihere.
The average Wiheat grower, therefore,
aims at quantity rather than quality,
and prefers a heavy producing variety
of soft wheat to a high grade variety
This accounts for
with a lower yield.
the increasing percentage Of Favorlto
wheat in all deliveries coming forward.
The same priice is paid for Favorito as

ments,

for

hard wiheat.

selling his wheat can
either sell outright or on a "'fixing price"
contract.
In the first case he receives
9f. per cent, of the price of the day at
the local point, with an adjustment after
the standards have been set and comparisons miade.
In the second case he

The farmer on

given a substantial advance and has
the privilege of making a sale on any
date he may select during the period
named in the contract, probably two or
three months. In this case he pays interest on the amount of the advance,
1^2 per cent, plus 10 centavos or more
per quintal premium. If at the end of
the period specified he still prefers to
before making the sale, (and he
"^A-ait
mostly does, being a great optimist) he
<-an extend the
"Fixation" period on
is

no quotation.
on cars at port, except
Bahia Blanca which is on board sihip.
Standards of quality are made uip iu
Buenos Aires and Rosario on February
15th and March 15th of each year from
samples submitted daily 'by the exporters from all deliveries received by them.
These form the basis of all f.a.q. (fair
average quality)
settlements
on this
side.
Allowances are agreed upon for
Prices

of

are

'arbitrated

by committees formed for that purpose
by the Camara. No premium is paid by

paying

la

renewed premium.

When he decides that the market is
favorable for selling, or must for other
reasons conclude the sale, he must name
the date on which he will sell before
eleven o'clock on the morning of that
date.
At four o'clock each afternoon

Ltd.*

the Camara icommittee meets and sets
the "fixation" price for that day, basing
it on an average of the
sales made on
the floor of the exchange during the
day, and the price fixed by the committee is the basis for all fixation price
settlements for the day.
Whilst there is some advantage to
the farmer in not being compelled to sell,
outright on delivei-y of his wheat, this
is usually nullified by his holding it too
long and running up interest and premiums which eat up what he might have
gained.
In the meantime the wheat has
been delivered, exported and possibly milled before he makes his sale.and the money
received for his wheat by the exporter,
less the amount of the advance made to
the farmer, ma^ have been turned over
several times. It is not a good system,
but it must be remembered that there
is no public storage in which the farmer may place his grain and use it as the
basis of a loan from the banks, and unless he sells outright and buys futures,
the fixing price contract is the only plan
by which he may hope to participate in
a possible upward turn of the market,
and at the same time secure money for
his current needs.

LAND TENURE IN
THE ARGENTINE
Possibly the worst feature of rural life
the Argentine lies in the fact that
in most cases the man who tills the soil
does not own it.
Only 20 per cent, of
the farmers are O'wners.
From the earliest times land has been
held in large estancias, or estates, by
individual owners or families, and much
of it is stilll so held.
The "estanciero"
or owner usually has a fine residence,
and cultivates the portion of his estate
which surrounds it, renting or leasing
the rest in parcels to
"colonists" or
tenants, from whom he receives a portion of Che crop each year as rental.
Many of the estancieros are nonin

residents, making tiheir homes in Buenos
Aires, the capital city and social centre
of the Argentine.
The result of this condition is that
the colonist is very liable to take little interest in the land he occupies beyond

getting from it the mas^imum return
during the short period of his tenancy.
Frequently the only building on his holdsmall
ing is the
house of sun-baked

probaMy built by himself, and
there is nothing suggesitive of home or
community life to attacih him to the
farm or district. Naturally, there is a
constant movement of colonists from
brick,

one farm
trict

-to another
to another.

and from one

dis-

LITTLE PUBLIC DOMAIN
IN

FARMING TERRITORY

There is no homestead system such
as we have in Canada. In fact there is
little public domain left in the agriculThere is no government
tural territory.

owned
vvay

land near the railways. The raUcompanies
got it all in grants.

There

is

some

in

the far north, suitable
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where the climate
is a heavy growth
of timber, and the 'prices and terms
are easy if the land can he obtained,
but theire is so muioh red tape and other
for cotton
is

,

growting,

very hot and there

obstacles that it is not easy to get it.
Land in the Chaco is sold by the

Government for, say $4.50 (Canadian)
per acre on ten year pa3maents, with
regulations as to improvements.
In the far south, too, there is land
which can be purchased or leased for
sheep raising, but it is suitable for nothing else.
In the area adapted for iwlheat raising
there is no free land and little cheap
land to be had.
Land in ithe best wheat growing districts

sells

freedy,

when

available,

at

good prices. In districts such as Leones
and Bell Ville, in the province of Cordoba, a well improved farm near the
railway is worth from $400 to $600 Arg.
per hectares (say $65 to $100 Canadian,
per acre).
Around Brise, in the southern portion
of the province of Buenos Aires, $250
to $S00 Arg. per hectarea, or say $40 to
$50 Canadian, per acre, is about the prevailing value.
In the neighborhood of largo oentres
such as Buenos Aires and Rosario, land

has become so valuable that it can no
longer be profitably used for grain raising.
Near Rosario,, f6r example, I was
informed that as
hig'h
as ?1,000 per
cuadra, say $100 Can. per acre, was
being paid ais rental by dairy farmers.
(Rosario is a city of 400,000 population;.
On, the other hand raw "camp" can
be bought as low as $50 Arg. per hectarea, say $8 Can. per acre.
The average of farm land sales reported during one week in
October,
mostly raw land,
works
out at $15
Can. per acre. 152,000 acres were sold.
The highest price per acre was $61.00
(Can.) and the lowest $8.00 (Can.).
The rent paid by colonists is usually
25 or 30 per cent, of the crop, threshed
and delivered at the railway.
I will quote an arrangement between
an estancia owner in the province of
Cordoba, whom I should judge to be
a good type, and his tenants.
The land was wild, with nothing on
The tenant built his own house, of
it.
mud, and broke up the land. His rent
was twenty per cent, of the crop, delivered at the railway station.
The
tenant provided his own horses and implements, seed grain and bags in fact,
everything.
The bags in which he delivered the owner's grain at the railway
must be new, and the grain must be
of the best.
The owner paid the land taxes.
At the end of four years the rent
was raised to 25 per cent. I asked why.
Well, the owner naively explained, the
land was worth more!
In this case by a subsequent arrangement, galpons were built on the farm,
the owner providing the material and
the tenant the labor, so that, the grain
might be stored on the farm instead
of having to be haulled to the railway
as soon as threshed.
Botlh tenant and
owner have the use of the galpons, but
the owner reserves the right to store
in them grain from other farms if he so
wisbes.

—

EVILS OF PRESENT

SYSTEM RECOGNIZED
The
to

evils of the present condition as

land ownership have been recogniz-
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ed by the Government, and a former
Minister of Agriculture introduced and
got passed into law a measure providing for the division of large estates upon
the death of the owner, so that one-haflf
should go to the widow for life and
in equal portions
one-half be
divided
amongst the cMl'dren. The measure is
ineffective.
Its abject is defeated by
the forming of private joint stock companies to hold the estates, and bequeathito
members of the
ing the shares
family, so that the landed estates may
be preserved intact.
A Bill has been introduced in Congress for the compulsory taking over of
big estates by the Government, to be
sold in parcels to farmers, but this is
the landowners,
by
opposed bitterly
who have considerable influence, and,
oddly enough, by the Socialist deputies
also, for no apparent reason.
The averiage holdiing of the Argentine
150 hectareas
grain growers is about
(say 375 acres) in the north and 200
hectareas (say 500 acres) in the south.

LABOR FOR
FARMING OPERATIONS
Much

of the labor on the average farm
provided within the colonist's own
family circle, but there are times when
he must look outside for help.
was
an extensive
Formerly there
and
"Swallow migration" of Italians
Spaniards, especially the former. Cheap
steamer fares were provided from Italy
summer
each
to South America, and
hundreds of laborers would leave Italy
for Brazil, help with the harvest there,
move down to the Argentine and help
with the harvest, and then return to
They were paid $7.00 to $8.00
Italy.
(Arg.) per day, with all found, and during the period from October to Janusum
ary, they reailized a substantial
over and above the cost of transporta.
is

tion.

The use of reaper-threshers has obvimuch
ated the necessity of hiring so
labor as formerly, and this swallow migration is now said to be dying out.
There is a,pparently a fair supply of
from other sources, and in
labor
November, with the harvest not yet in
sight, the labor agenoies were offering
per day, with
(Arg.)
$2.50 to $4.50
board, for peones hired by tbe day,
and $50 to $60 per month, with board,
with $60 to $70 per month offered for
Italian peones, Italians evidently being
that much more valuable than the Spaniards or Crillos as farm laborers.
heard compladnts of the laborers
I
insisting on limited
time
at harvest
hours of work and frequent meals of
a certain standard, which the farmers
found it difficult to 'comply with.

secure for themselves.
is confined to the
local storekeeper, or an acopiador, men
with local knowledge who are on the
spot to protect their own interests.
In
the case of a crop failure a loan may
have to be carried for years.
Whether the loan is obtained from
the
acopiador in cash or from the
storekeeper in supplies, it is repaid,
with interest, of course, by the delivery
of grain as soon as thresbed.
Fortunately for the farmer, the large
exporting houses maintain buyers at the
principal! shipping points and the competition
of
these .houses
with one
another and wiitli the local buyers helps
to keep the price from dipping to the
low point it would certainly reach but
for their presence.
There is no system of cooperative
credits in vogue or in contemplation beyond the semi-co-operative bank mentioned elsewhere.
sire

RURAL ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS
The populatioh

of the Argentine is
Of
under ten million people.
these no less than two milllions, or over

slightly

20 per cent., live in the capital city of
58 per cent, of the
popula/bion
are urban divvellers.
total
leaving a rural population of only 42
per cent, in a country which is primarily
agricultural and pastoraQ.
There are few industries, and those
whidh exist have a heavy tariff protec-

Buenos Aires, and

tion.

The natural

banks for a

loan.
ex-porters are very powerThey do some
ful and wealthy firms.
loaning to farmers on growing crops,
but the borrowers are carefully selected
and are mostly the class of men who
are in a position to borrow elsewhere
to the

The grain

the exporters are unwilling to lend to
They are mostly men with big
them.
acreages whose grain the exporters deif

result is that the cost of

extremely high, and the man
on the land is carrying a terrific load,
as he is almost the only primary proucer, and a vast horde of non-producers
stands behind him and his ultimate
market.
The great bulk of the colonisits live
from hand to mouth, and the standard of
It must be.
their living is very low.
living

is

EDUCATION—ILLITERACY
IN RURAL DISTRICTS
A

big percentage of the rural populaof
Italian and Spanish
consists
immigrants, witjh a large proportion of
illiterates, and the percentage of illiteracy in the rural population is naturally
high.
Education is free and compulsory in
the primary schools, and free but not
compulsory in the secondary schools,
but as the population is only about six
to the square mile there is naturaliy a
scarcity of scihools in the country distion

tricts.

Taking the whole population, rural
and urbian, out of 100 children entering
school only 30 readh the third standard,
and less than two reach the sixth.

RURAL CREDIT—
THE PRESENT POSITION
Eighty per cent, of the farmers of the
Argentine own no land and have therefore little or no standing with the banks.
In the absence of any system of official grading and weighing and public
storage, they cannot pledge their grain

to

The smaller man

o

THE FARMERS' SEED SUPPLY
Alberta farmers will now be considerthe type of seed they are going to
use for their next crop. Before discarding varieties which have proven their
worth over a period of years for a new
variety, farmers should make sure that
the new one is superior, or better
adapted to their particular conditions. ^If
we are to get the maximum returns for
our wheat we must do our best to make
it more uniform in character. The farmer
can ill-afford to sow poor seed on land
which costs much money, time and labor
Watch future issues of
to prepare.
"The U. F. A." for authentic information
albout old and new wheat varieties.
in.!?

—

!
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the Machine that will

Save Millions of Dollars
to the

Farmers of Western Canada
Any Banker Will Loan
Money on this Guarantee

The

GRAIN CLEANER
Cleans

^*It

As You Thresh!"

It is the greatest invention since

—

it

McCormick invented

the binder

It is the biggest

will revolutionize the grain industry.

money

saver given to Western farmers in the past decade.

Stop Giving Your

Money Away
Every farmer knows what DOCKAGE costs
him.
Every farmer knows that the price of
grain is based on No. 1 Quality Clean Grain.
The grain buyer makps an estimate of iho
dockage and he usually plays safe. He also
grades your grain and again be plays safe.

He

then figures the freight on the grain,
plus dockage; (hen he makes a handling
charge. When all these charges are taken
off

farmpr gets what

tt'e

is

left.

Then the grain buyer turns around and
the farmer the dockage for feed
the grain buyer his due
He
"ould rather buy clean grain which is
easily graded and handled than dirty grain.
sells

—

BL'T— give

Ship Clean GrainRaise the Grade-

Feed the Dockage

64 Machines

WHEAT

-

OATS BARLEY
-

The "\YESTEEL" Cleaner cleans
perfectly without taking out any good
grain. Figuring the total wheat, oat and
barley crop at six hundred million bushels,
with an average dockage of 3i per cent.,
means that the Western farmers are paying freight and handling charges on more
than enough bushels to fill all the terminal
elevators nt Fort William and Port Arthur.
When we say the
Just THINK of IT.
farmers of the West can save millions,
just what we say. This Dockage
Problem runs into more money than the
Freight Savings Show.
Nest
Crow's

we mean

Mr. Journeyman

This

is willing to pay a
have his grain cleaned.
your chance to make some extra

extra
is

The *'AVESTEEL" Cleaner is no longer an experiment.
The name of every owner is yours for the asking. The machine will
If your crop
easily pay for itself*ui one season.
is dirty you could buy half a dozen machines with

We

can build only a limited number of macbines
If you want a "WESTEEL'' Cleaner
this year, you will have to order it early. With our
guarantee you take no chances whatever
in

1927.

—WHY

DELAY!

FREE DEMONSTRATION
We will arrange a demonstration at any point in Western
Canada from which we secure a reasonable number of enquiries.
Go now and talk to yoar neighbors, send us a list
who arc Interested In saving
the thousands of dollars they pay each year in dockage and
we will arrange a demonstration for you.

of threshermen in your district

Practically Np Extra Cost

For Cleaning—
few hours' work will put the machine on
your separator. It cleans as fast as any separator
It is very simple in construction
can thresh.
nothing to go wrong or cause delay.
It is strongly built.

It will outlast the separator.

Owners say the extra power used

is

not noticeable.

WESTERN STEEL PRODUCTS LTD.
WINNIPEG

REGINA

,

COUPON
Western Steel Products Limited.
Winnipeg, Man.
Gentlemen
Please quote

to

money.

SASKATOON

more in 1926.
Ask us for a recommendation from every
has a machine now.
We have them
ready for you.
The "WESTEEL" Cleaner is
giving satisfaction to everv owner.

man who

your savings.

A

Thresherman
Any farmer
little

Use—

and Every Owner
Recommends It

Cleans

It

in

J. C. Mortonj Baynon, Alta., says:
*'I snved over three thousand dollars in one
season's threshing by using your cleaner on
my threshing machine."
W. E. Hymas, Rosebud, Alta., says:
"I paid for your machine five timea this
season."
Fulton Farm Ltd., Langdon, Alta., say:
"Your cleaner raised the grade of our wheat
and made us from three to twenty cents pet
bushel."
N.
Gilbert, Calsrary, Alta.
O.
bought one machine in 1925 and ordered two

CALGARY

EDMONTON

VANCOUVER

me

threshing machine

price

for

(Make)^..._

a

"WESTEEL"
_

Cleaner for

my

(Size)

of bagger (high or low)
also send me full des;
cription and illustrations and recomnacndations from farmers who
have used the
Oraln Cleaner.

Type

"WESTEEL"

Name
Address
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NEWS FROM THE HEAD OFFICE OF THE ALBERTA LIVESTOCK POOL
A

Page

of Official Information

for

Members

of the Alberta Co-operative

Regina Conference Asks That All
Stockyards Be Declared Public
Utilities
Important Recommendations to Facilitate Trading of Co-operative Marketing
Enterprises Made at Meeting Between Representatives of Governments and
Pools and Exchanges Auction System Approved, Only Exchanges
Objecting

—

A conferenice was held at Regina. February 17th, by Mr. Motherwell, Minister
of Agriculture at Ottawa, to consider
changes in the :iew Livestock and Livestock Products Act, to be introduced in
This
the Federal House ait Obtajwa.
conference was very successful and we
recommendatioms laid
meeting will meet with the
approval of the Dominion House and bo
transcri'bed into the laws of our Domtrust

down

that

the

at that

inion regarding stockyards.

Dr. Grisdale, Deputy Minister of
riculture,
chair.

was

in attendance

and

Ag-

in the

The meeting consisted of the Dominion miarke<t representatives from the four
Western Provinces; delegates from tlie
livestock exchanges in the four Western
Provinces; from the Departments of Agriculture in Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba; AllJerta and Saskatchewan
Livestock
Pools;
United
Livestock
Growers, and from the Weistem Oanada
Livestock Unaons.
After Mr. Arkell, Livestock Commissioner of the Dominion, had placed before the meeting the history of the
Livestock and Livestock Products Act,
as it affects stockyards and livestock
markeiting, relating the chaos in the livestock trade

ibefore

supervision

of

the

Act was given, the meeting settled down
to a disicus'sion of the broad principles
which should be embodied in the act,
leaving the Department and Parliament
to

work out the various

details.

HOADLEY ASKS RECOGNITION
FOR CO-OPERATIVE PLAN
Mr. Hoadley,' for the Government of
Alberta, brougbit in a resolution asking
that in the new act equal recognition be
given to the two systems of trading, private dealing and co-operative selling;

each to be allowed to develop unhampered and untrammelled by the other, and
that the producer of livestock be given
the choice of sending his livestock to
market through whlcihever of these two
This was carried
channels he wishes.
unanimously.
ConsideraJble discussion developed, the
exchanges contending that there was no
difference hetjween co-operative selling
and private trading on the yards, the
exchanges confusing co-operative shipThey
ping with co-operative selling.
tried to prove that co-operative selling
was finished when a carload of stock
was co-operatively assembled in the
country and forwarded to the central
yards, and there was no possihility of
taking co-operation any closer to the

consumer than tlie public stockyards.
Our representatives proved to the satisfaction of the meeting, that co-operative
shipping was only the first step In cooperative selling, and that with the opportunity, the producers' selling organizations would go several siteps further
toward reaching the consumers of their

Livestock Producers, Ltd.

NO ONE OUTSIDE
EXCHANGE CAN BUY
William Young, formerly of Mannvillc
and now of Westlock, one of the first
co-operatiive shippers in Alberta, and
probably the largest and most experienced shipper in Western Canada, who
was at the meeting representing the
local co-operative shipping associations
in this Province, brought out very clear,
ly to the meeting how, while under the
present act, the yards are open to the
buyers and sellers in open competition,
yet in the actual working out of the system, through trade practice, exchange

and custom, it was impossible
anyone outside of the exchange to
buy on the yards. So that our open market was in reality a restricted market,
where exchange members had the mono-

etiquette
for

effect that public stockyards

poly of the huying. He made a plea for
open yards with 100 per cent, competition
among buyers wiith the auction system,
and a resolution was passed unanimously asking the Govemment to make provision in the new act for the working
out of the auction market on the stock-

way

yards in Canada.
If the auction system is feasilble under
conditions as they exist in Canada and

livestock.

SHOULD PROVIDE
OPEN MARKET
A

resolution

was next endorsed

to the

were a public utility and should be administered hy
the Department of Agriculture in such a
as to give free access to both buysellers of livestock, thereby
creating an aibsolute open market.
ers

and

Considerable discussion arose over the
cost and possible trouble that the Dominion Government would have in administering these stockyards, but it was
shown conclusively that it was manifestly unfair to the co-operative organizations that they should be put in the position where they had to play the competitive game with the private traders on the
yards, and find themselves in the position

where they were not only competing

but that their umpire was the opposition which they were

ftith their opposiition,

competing with.

ASK AUCTION MARKET
ON STOCKYARDS
The meeting agreed

that

it

was

illogi-

cal to place the co-operative marketing
organizations on the yards in a position
where their opposition was not only the

prosecuting attorney, but the judge and
jury in every dispute that inevitaMy
arose in the development of the two systems side by side. This resolution was
carried.

this recommendation goes. thro<ugh, we
will be allowed to demonstrate the merits of the auction, and it will develop or
die, according to its adaptability to Can-

adian conditions.

ONLY OPPOSITION
FROM EXCHANGE

IS

This recommendation went forward to
the Dominion Government on unanimous
vote of the conference, with the exception of the representatives of the livestock exchanges, who refused to vote on
all

questions.

This leaves co-operative marketing of
livesitock in Western Oanada in a strong
position, with Its needs in the proposed
act having the unanimous backing of the
Governments of the three Prairie Provinces and all the livestock organizations
of these Provinces.
The Department is holding a similar
meeting of Eastern interests in the near
future, after which it will prepare the
proposed act and regulations thereunder,

and send
parties

it out to all of the interested
before introducing it in the

House.

ANNUAL CONVENTION LIVESTOCK

POOL,

MARCH

15th

the second Annual Convention of the Alberta Co-operative Livestock Growers, Ltd., has been issued for Tuesday, March 15th. at 10 a.m., in

The

call for

Edmonton.
All associations organized under its Constitution are asked to have delegates
attendance. The Board of Directors have made arrangements with the packing
plants in Edmonton to take the delegates through and explain, and show the
effects of bruising on hogs, as well as to show the grading of select bacon on the
hook, from the "selects" graded on foot.
in

be of immense valute In
It is estimated that this educational feature will
marketing our hogs, as by the careful working of the farmers and shippers of
hogs, we can eliminate to a great extent one of the most costly losses in the
manufacture of pork products, which cost Is charged back to the producer.
This Convention will undoubtedly be one of the most important Conventions
ever held by the Livestock Pool, as our future policy will be decided, and
ail of our problems, both in the Local shipping associations and in the Central
Selling Agency, will be thoroughly considered.
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Hats ofiF fo the Climax Cultivafor
•Kim ofweed

TTT?

The man who owns

a

Frost & Wood Climax Cultivator
is well equipped to fight the weed
menace. It is one of the greatest profit producers on the land. Weeds haven't a chance to
live, grow and spread where the CLIMAX is used.
Dollars grow where weeds formerly flourished.

The CLIMAX has feature after feature which make it
the ideal machine for weed killing, for summer fallowing
or working over stubble. Its frame is rigid and strong.
Roller bearings reduce friction and draft to the minimum.

CLIMAX

built in a variety of sizes and can be
supplied with alternative equipment to suit any need. For
Direct tracuse with 3, 4, 5 or 6 horses or any size tractor.
tor hitch or forecarriage. All larger sizes with Power Lift
and Depth Regulator.

The

is

Ask your neighbor about the Climax. Then see our agent or
for booklet: "Up go Profits when you keep weeds down."

write us

Sold in Western Canada by

COCKSHUTT PLOW
WINNIPEG

REGINA

The FROST

CO., Limited

SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON
tfc

WOOD COMPANY

Itimited
SMITHS FALLS, ONTARIO
MONTREAL.

TRURO

Ship

QUEBEC SAINT JOHN
CHARUOTTETOWN

'a

Qhe Pcnverdft

and

Patented

\DepthJiequlaJtor
The Patented Depth Regulator
an exclusive feature of the
CLIMAX. It is a device whicH
allows the driver, without moving from his seat on the Cultivator or Tractor, to raise oc
lower the teeth easily and quickdecided advantage when
approaching wet soggy spots in
the land where the engine might
stall or the h«rses fag out.

is

ly—a

The Power

Lift is a time-saver

and another proven success in
Climax Cultivators,

GOES IN
name GOES ON

The Quality
before the

Your Grain

Edmonton Tannery
Us

Ship Your Hides to

TO

FOR TANNING
Into Robes, Harness Lace or Rawhide
Leather.
Cowhides and Horsehides
sent in before November, 1927, tanned
for Robes and lined, ?12 50 to ?15.

United Grain Growers Ltd

Genuine Buffalo Hides and Overcoats
for sale.

EDMONTON
Bank

Hamilton Chambers

Winnipeg
Get the

ALTA.

Lougheed Building

CALGARY
fullest possible protection

In writing to advertisers please men"The U. F. A."
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Committee on Banking and Credit
Makes Important Recommendations
Comprehensive Report Presented by Committee of the Central Board

We

dication of the return of a period of
stress such as we had in 1914, the Gov-

below the report of the
Committee of the Central Board of
the U. F. A. on Banking and Credit,
to the recent Annual Convention.
print

Another year has just rolled by and

now time

it

us to take stock not
only of what progress has been accomplished during this time, but also of our
recommendations based on the experience of the year just past, and further
on a close situdy of the whole question of
distribution and control of our currency
is

and

for

credit.

Your committee has made a very close
study of the whole question, and has enin touch as closely as
phases of the situation,
but has been slightly hamipered owing to
the desire on the part of all the members of the Committee not to lay any
undue burden on the Central Office by

deavored

to

keep

possible with

way

all

of expense.

CONFERENCE WITH
POLITICAL REPRESENTATIVES
At the first meeting of the Central
Board of the U. F. A. after the last Convention, the scope of your Committee was
with the result
that in November last the Committee had
a Confeirence with our U. F. A. Federal
members and Provincial Government.
Those present were Mr. Gardiner, Mr.
Garland, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Coote, Mr. Irvine Mr. Luchkovich. Hon. R. G. Reid
representing the Provincial Government.
As one result of this Conference we
believe that in the future we may look
for closer co-ordination of effort between
the U. F. A. Federal members and the
Provincial Government and your Committee. A study of the U. F. A. Convention resolutions for the ,^asit three years
shows that your Convention has practically unanimously supported the principle of the nationalization of our currency
and credit. These resolutions were
placed in the hand's of our representatives present at this meeting for future
guidance.
considerably enlarg-ed.

We

would very

st'rongly

recommend

that in future these Conferences be held
at least once a year.

WAR FINANCE

ACT PASSES OUT

Dealing imore partiicularly with the
question of banking, the only change of
importance we have to report is that the
War Finance Act of 1914 automatioally
passed out of existence in July, 1926.
The actual meaning of that is, that now
the chartered banks cannot take warehouse receipts and other securities of a
like nature to the Treasury Board and
have them discounted, and receive in return Dominion notes.
In other words,
the banks have no discount facilities outside of themselves; and further the notes
of a bank are now redeemable in gold if
presented at the bank of issue.
It would be very interesting to know
just what would happen if only a very
smiaill fraction of our Canadian people demanded gold foj the bank notes in their
possession. Just so long as conditionis in
Canada are normal' the banks can carry
on as they do now, buit witlh the first in-

ernment would again have to pass legislation similar to the War Finance Act of
that time. At the conclusion of this report we will submit our recommendation
in regard to the above situation.

RURAL LONG
TERM CREDITS
Your Committee is very strongly of the
opinion that a national system of long
term farm loans is long overdue in Canada. Not with the idea of providing socalled easy money but with the purpose
of putting our farmers in a position
where they would have lower interest
rates to pay and also to give them a
longer term of years in which to meet
their present liabilities.
We anticipate
that the Long Term Agricultural Credits
Bill which, along with other desirable
IcRisIation, fell by the wayside last year,
will be again passed at the coming session of Parliament.
This

while not based on the prinin the U. F. A. resoluConventions of 1924 and 1925,
is still a great advance on anything we
have had in the past, as now in that bill
we have an admission of the national
necessity for such a measure.
Our recommendation to our Federal members
for certain amendments to this hill will
also be found at the comclusion of this
Bill,

ciples laid
tion of the

down

report.

SHOULD BE OWNED
BY THE PEOPLE
Your Committee

is in

complete accord

with the U. F. A. Committees on feanking and Credit of the past three or four
years that
our currency and credit
system should not be controlled by private interests who use it for the purpose of making profits, and that in the
best interests of all classes of the people
our credit and currency system should
be owned and controlled by the people
through the Government.
We would
recommend to those of our members
who are recog'nized as students of this
question, that they carry on the educational work as in the past.
We realthat
some of you are dissatisfied
ize
with the progress made, but to you only
is credit due for the amount of initelligence and understanding that we have
on this question.

—
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Banking and credit is a national
and we first must create a demand

issue,

for a national public opinion
can hope to expect any radical
the present system or make
advance in huildimg uf^ a new

before

we

change in
any gi-eat
system.

RECOMMENDATION!f>

OF COMMITTEE
Having oome to the above coneluision,
and believing the following to be a step
in the I'ig'ht direction, and all that we
can hope from the present Government,
we would recommend to the U. F. A.
Board and this Convention:
].
That we have established a Central
Government Bank. This bank to have
sole right of note issue and providing
discount privileges. We believe that
through the establishment of this bank

full

l^he

amount

of

credit

facilities

issued

would be more in harmony with, the requirements of all producers.
We would recommend that a
2.
limit of one (1 p.c.) per cent, be put
Bill
for
the Federal Rural Credits
The reasons for
administration costs.
this we believe are obvi us to all.
We would recommend that a
3.
control
greater measure of Provincial
over the actual operation of the system
be given to the Provincial Board as we
believe the Provincial Board would be
in much the better position to judge as
to the best course to pursue in the event
of crop failure or damage.
We would further appeal to all officers of our organizations. Pool Directors, U. F. A. Directors, our Provincial
Members of the Legislature, and all
those interested in our movement, to
make a very close study of the effect of
the burden of interest on all phases of
production, so that they will be able
to direct the attention of the people
to this very serious menace to our preAs it is only through
sent civilization.
an intelligent demand by a majority of
public opinion and intelligently directed
expression of that opinion that we can
hope for the initiation of an equitable
systean of the distribution of cuiTency
and credit, or even any temporary adadjustments in our present system.
In conclusion we wish to state that
after the present session of the Federal
House is concluded, your Committee may
have some very important recommendations to make to our Central Board of
the U. F. A.
All of which is resipectfully submitted.
in

Chairman
A.

F.

AITKEN,

HARVEY HANSON,
Secretary,

JOHN

K.

SUTHERLAND.

Central Bank for Canada Is Proposed
in Resolution by U.F.A Annual

Convention
Breaking of Banking Monopoly Is Object of Resolution Originating in Battle
River H. E. Spencer, M.P., Strongly Supports Proposal

—

thorough discussion the
Follovring
resolution printed below, calling for the
creation of a Central Bank for Canada,
was unanimously adopted by the U. F. A.

Annual

Convention

in

Edmonton

in

January:
Whereas,

it is desirable to secure decentralization of the private control of

and to this end smaller
should be established, and,
,
credit,

banks

Whereas, all currency should be issued
by the Government in the interest of the
public, and,

Whereas, these and other desirable
objects can best be attained through the
creation of a Central Bank;
Resolved, that this Convention recommend that suitable steps be taken to
establish and put into operation a Central Bank for Canada, and to provide

—
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Read thesetestimonials from
prize-winning farmers

—

may say that we have never used ai.y other
than the usual Formaldehyde treatment of grain at
a strength of one pint of 40 per cent solution in a
barrel of water. It may safely be stated that we
have never had smutty grain."

"I

have used Formalin solution for treating grains
smut for a number of years and with good results
have not found any trace of smut for many years

"I

for
I

in my grain crops. Having eliminated smut, it
not necessary for me to treat my seed, but I do so
every season solely as a preventative."

now

is

21 Years Fighting
Gophers
Twenty-one years ago

I

allied

"We

treat all of our seed grain and potatoes with
As a disinfectant it dots its work
when properly applied. For smut in grain
scale on potatoes I recommend the use of For-

Formaldehyde.
efficiently

my-

with the gopher-plag-ued farmcis
in western Canada, and declared war
on gophers by producing the first
Ever since
practical gopher poison.
tnen my whole effort has been bent
toward extermination of the gophei
pest.
Ti^very year my gopher poisons
have been improved until now I have
the greatest gopher killer of all time
Ready- Rodo Xjiquid. One of the secrets of the tremendous success of
Ready- Rodo L,iquid lies in its scent
an odor that the gophers can't resist.
Largest $1.00 can on the market
don't take any but the genuine, which

and
maldehyde."

self

bears

Send

my

began using Formaldehyde as soon as it was recas a preventative of smut on wheat, oats
and barley, and have used it on my main crop according to directions ever since with positive results."

"I

ommended

Wc have the originals of these
They are

11.00 for large

can sent postpaid.

letters on file.
of prize grain.

and

5 lb. tins.

STANDARD
^STaldehypI

Also in
Bulk.

signature.

Anton Mickelson Co., Limited, 143
Smith St., Winnipeg, also Mfrs. of the
famous Blue Cross Stock Remedies.

from growers

Names on application.

Sold in
lib.

all

—

Ask Your

'

'

STANDARD CHEMICAL

Dealer.

Montreal

WINNIPEG

iv
5'

KILLS

SMUT

100 per cent Effective

CO. LTD.
Toronto

MASSEY-HARRIS
DRILL
No. 11

18RUHS
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that the policy of this bank be controlled
by and in the interests of the people of
Canada.

The resolution

originaited in the Battle

Raver Federal Constituency Association.
It was in accordance with a recommendation of the Committee of the U. F. A.
Central Board on Banking and Credit.
After it had been moved by Mr. Bell
and seconded, Henry Spencer, M.P.,
memiber for Battle River constituency,
who has for many years been a deep
student of the problems of banking and
credit in both practical and theoretic
aspects, addressed the Convention. Mr.
Spencer was a banker before he entered
the farming industry, and is today an
ardent advocate of fundamental credit
He heartily supported the
reform.
resolution.

GREATEST TASK TO
BREAK BANKING MONOPOLY
"The gi'eatest task Avith which we ai-e
confronted today," he said, "is the
breaking of the banidng monopoly."
Canada was one of the last countries in
the world to continue to give the privilege of the issue of notes to banks controlled by private monopoly.
The Government of Canada was compelled to go to the private banks with
bonds or treasury notes to raise money
to carry on the business of the country.
"The banks are today far too strong,
far too powerful a monopoly," declared
the member for Battle River. "They are
not conducted in such a manner as to
serve the interests of the people best.

U. F. A.

and until the people rise in their might
and assert tfoedr will to control finance
in the public interest, our problems will
not be solved."

Mr. Spencer believed that banking inshould be conducted for service, not primarily for profit.
If, under
the tenns of the resolution, smaller banks
were made possible, the Ceptral Bank
could
discount
their
paper.
These
smaller banks might take various forms.
stitutions

AXELSON MOVES

AMENDMENT

March

2ncl,

1927

trade the use of gold and paper currency
has been gradually superseded by resort
to bills of exchange, promissory notes,
bank drafts and cheques. These instruments rest upon a basis of mutual confidence or cfeddt.
jfJnder this system
borrowing and lendivig has become largely a matter of bank book-keetping.
With
the growth of the credit system new
and complex considerations have been
introduced into the problems of currency
and prices which have given rise to much
discussion.

Carl Axelson moved an amendment to
the first clause in the resolution.
He
proposed that this should rea(l "Whereas,
it is desirable to obtain a national and
public control of banking and credit",
and his amendment also proposed to substitute for the words "and in the interests of the people of Canada" in the last
clause the words, "local branches."

This was not considered desirable by
Mr. Spencer, who pointed out that a
Central Bank properly constituted would
assure public control of banking and
credit policy, wfhile he did not consider
control by local branchesc would make
for the best results.
J. K. Sutherland
took a similar view.

On motion from the floor of the Convention, George Bevington was asked to
speak on the resolution. He discussed
the principles of finance and credit, and
supported the resolution as tending in
what he believed to be the right
direction.

BANKING AND CREDIT

A Canadian bank is permitted to issue
notes up to the amiount of its paad up
capital,
plus the amount of gold and
Domiindon notes deposited by it in the
central gold reserve. Notes may also be
issued during the crop moving season,
from SeptenDber to February inclusive,
up to 5 per cent, of the combined capital
and reserves, but on these five per cent,
interest must be paid to the Government.
The fact that the last named privilege
is used by the banks indicates that the
profit made by them is sufficiently in excess of five per cent, to make such over
issue worth while.
If you want further information
on
this question, books and pamphlets ican
be got at Central Office.
The attached questionnaire is for the
purpose as stated above to try and bring
about a better understanding on the
question of currency and banking.
If

your Local cannot answer these questions, please do not file them, or put
them to one side. We would recommend
that you give one member one question
each, and have him bring the answer to
the next meeting, when you can fill out
the questionnaire and return to Central
Office.

Organization Committee Bulletin No. 2

QUESTIONS
ON FINANCE

These financial expedients

Currency and banking problems have
been widely disioussed during recent
years at the U. F. A. Conventions and in
many of the Locals throughout the Provinice.
Various reforms have been advocated, but this bulletin is not for the purpose of sugigesting any reform in the
present currency and banking system,
but to try and bring about a better understanding of this question in the Locals, and also to find out what has been
accomplished by the educational work
This question
done in recent years.
ought to be approached from the standpoint of the immediate requirements of

Jvloney is generally defined as a medium of exchange and a measure of value.
Anything wtMich is generally accepted in
payment for goods or in settlement of obligations is money, but it ceases to be

bhaji
rather
agricultuiral cominjunities,
from that of devising an ideal system of
currency and banking. The latter prob-

money if no longer widely accepted. The
value for purposes of exchange of any
commodity- is expressed in terms of

Will a money system based on the
8.
gold standard withstand any crisis?

is international in its scope, and its
solution will necessarily be hampered by
consideration for the actual economic
conditions of the various countries af-

money and

Can a bank pay gold for
9.
notes in circulation?

lem

fected.

Monetary

reform

must

be

achieved by an evolutionary process, as
the deliberate adoption of any new and
revolutionary theory need not be anticipated.

Discussion of monetary expedients land
policy extend unavoadiably into theoretical considerations as complex as modern
commercial transactions are complicated.
The products of human labor applied under primitive conditions were exchanged
by simple and direict process of barter.

The

introduiotion of

money

f&.cillitated

the

Modeim scientific
growth of trade.
methods of production, distrilDution and
exchange have stimulated the expansion
of the simpler forms of money into an
intricate system of currency and credit.

are, of course,
incidental to the real purposes of indus-

try and commerce and when they fail to
perform their function, or when they lend
themselves to the perpetration of injustice and unfair trading, they must be
modified and regulated accordingly.

1.

What

2.

How many

3.

5.

MONEY

called its price.
Money
a stajndard of deferred
payment. The exchange of goods or ser.
vices for other goods or services may
be held, as it were, in suspension by
means of money. The power txj purchase other goods or services may 'be acis

as

cumulated, lent, borrowed, used to finance new processes of production and
freely transferred in

and other

obligatixins.

payment of wages
Out of this use of

money

to postpone the completion of the
exchange of goods for goods which is the
su'bstance of all trade, has groiwn the
Purchasing power excredit system.
pressed in terms of money has come to
be transferred by means of promises to
ipay on demand or at some specified future time, or even by the making of
debit and credit entries in the books of
hanks and similar institutions.
In

both

internal

and

international

forms of money

are

Whsut

the most important form

is

money?

of

4.

also

money?

there?

USES OF

serves

is

6.

What is the function of money?
Has money any value in itself?
Could we do Without money; if not,

why not?
To have a sound money system,
necessary to be on the gold basis?
yes, why? If not, why not?
7.

it

lOi.

Of what does

a bank's

all

is

If

of its

deposits

consist ?
11.

Can you suggest any improvement
Farm Loan Board Act

in the Provincial
of 1924?
12.

Can you suggest any improvement
Loan Board Act of 1926?

in the Federal

Issued by the Organization Committee.
.

0

CAR-LOAD PURCHASES CUT PRICE
Three new members

joined

Calumet

Local at the last meeting, writes Arthur
Bergqust, Secretary. There was a good
attendance, and the ordering of supplies,
such as lumber, fence posts, formalin and
wire was dealt with.
This, states Mr.
Bergquist, "cuts down the price by ordering in carload lots through the Local."
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COCKSHUTT
Horse

DRILLS Tractor

"COCKSHUTT RELIABILITY"
is huilt

into every feature

You

will find bigger yields everyof the
Cockshutt Drill it has the modern,

where are coming with the use

—

practical

features

With it you
of seed

that

get results.

get accurate distribution

— planted at the proper depth

a manner* to insure early
germination and strong roots for the

and in
grain.

Amount sown easily regulated.

exceptionally strong and durable and at the
same time light in draft. Its large capacity boxes
with tight steel covers, reliable seed distributors,
It is

Averaging 35 acres a day with a 28 run

variable spring pressure on discs and easy operayou will be interested in. There

tion are features
is

a

size

and style in the

Drill.

you want better seeding and bigger yields ask our local dealer to show
you the Cockshutt Drill. It is built in 16, 20, 24 and 28 sizes, fitted with
single discs, double discs or drag shoes. The larger sizes have power lift
If

line to suit every farm.

and

Ask

either horse or tractor hitch.

for descriptive folder.

COCKSHUTT PLOW COMPANY LIMITED
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

"Cockshutt Implements

Calgary

Edmonton

Make Farming Pay Better

BE SURE TO SEE THE COCKSHUTT DEALER DURING THE
FARM EQUIPMENT" WEEK—MARCH 21-26

Weed your

74

"

BETTER

land

ahead of the drill
with a
Cheney--'' All Steel''

ROTARY ROD WEEOER
Price

-

$105.00

"BINGO" LIQUID GOPHER
POISON
"BINGO" GOPHER POISON
ly.

Treat your Seed Wheat with Corona Copper Carbonate. The
Dry System. You can save seed and increase your yield. Seed
saved on 300 aci'es this year pays for Treater and Copper
Carbonate.
We have the Treating Machine and genuine
Corona Copper Carbonate. Accept no substitute.

Northern Machinery Company, Ltd.
CALGARY, ALBERTA

The poison

is

process so that

is

dead-

disguised by a chemical
it

is

attractive to the

gopher both as to taste and odor. The
strychnine, being in a soluble foi-m, is at
once absorbed by the blood vessels of the
pouches or stomach, and CAUSES IN-

STANT DEATH.
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Manufactured by

BINGO PRODUCTS LTD.
CALGARY

ALBERTA

—
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Premier Brownlee Outlines Action Taken by
Alberta Government in Resources Matter
Corrects Serious Misstatement Attiibuted to J. T. Shaw During Provincial Election Campaign Last Year
Conservative Voice of Thunder Softened to Gentle Cooing Since Election—The Reference to the
Courts—Premier Content to Leave Part He Has Taken in Resources Question to Judgment
of the People

Now I come to the question that was:
largely the subject of the address of the
honorable leader of the Consei^-^ative
party. I refer to the Natural Resources
question.
The leader of the Liberal
party, in his speech, suggested it was
contrary to Parliamentary usage to discuss the matter as the question was before the Court, and he had little to say.
I might point out that before the matter
came before the Courts he also had very
little to say.
But for that I think I
would be inclined to commend rather
than criticize him, if it were not for one
statement made by him before the elecI would like to draw his attention
tion.
to it I am hoping he was misquoted;
it is as follows: (Taken from the Morning Albertan).
"I believe this Province should have Its
natural resources.
The Dominion Government was prepared to give them to ua
and the Provincial Government had
when Premier
signed the agreement,
Brownlee closed the door on negotiations
by putting In an extra clause although he
had already signed the agreement with'

—

this clause

Well now,

left

if

out."

by that the hon. member

infers that I was primarily responsible
for the clause that was interjected into
the Natural Resources agreement, then
I say it is a misrepresentation,
and I
think I have only to draw his attention
to another document T have before me
and which I can give him any time and
that is the statement made by the Minister of Justice, Hon. Mr. Lapointe, in
the Dominion House of Commons, when
he acknowledged Quite frankly thait he
had been responsible for the drafting of
the clause and he had sent a representative to the Province of Alberta for the
purpose of having the clause carried into
effect.

Now I come to the leader of the Conservative party. In his speech he said:
"I can quite understand
the Government's regret for the blundering part it
has played in the whole matter," and
later he practically accuses the Government of cowardice. These are rather
strong words, but as compared with the
noise and
the fury of the election
speeches of the hon. gentleman they ai-e
but -as the faint rumblings of the thunder storm that has spent its force and
is passing away, for as the campaign
developed and the hon. gentleman saw
that his various appeals to the people of
this Province were largely
going unheeded, he became more and more concentrated upon the Natural Resources,
until, a day or so before the election, in
a perfect abandonment of hysteria he
shouted that Brownlee had been intolerably stupid because of the manner in
which he had handled this question.

REVIEWS HISTORY OF
RESOURCES AGREEMENT
Mr. Speaker: I have never apologized
for the part I played in the discussion
of this question and I am content to
leave this charge to the good sense of the
people. As a matter of fact during the
election campaign I went on the plat-

We

publish below a verbatim report
of the portion of Premier Brownlee's
speech in the debate on thfe Address,
on l^'ebruary 18th, dealing with the
matter of the Natural Resources.

form and

invited the people to behold in
the personification of an "intoleralbly stupid man." I say it in the House
today. Let me review the history. The
agreement
was
Resources
Natural
signed, an amendment made and a bill
introduced into this House and given
its first reading on Feb. 24, 1926. It was
printed in all the daily papers. It was
given its second reading March 3rd, and
then at the request of the members of
the House that bill remained on the order

me

full consideration, and
for the consideration of the people of
this Province from that day until the
8th of April.
bill
Simultaneously the
was introduced in the Dominion House, but no one,
not even the leader of the Conservatives, saw anything wrong in its terms.
The then leader of the opposition is now
a Judge of the Supreme Court. I suggest that if those who have had longer
experience in public life than I have
had. saw nothing wrong with the tenns
the
of the agreement that I was not
failed
to anticipate
only person who
that somebody might raise the question
as to the validity of a certain section.
I said it was introduced into the Dominion House. There are many competent lawyers in the Dominion House
many that have come through religious
controversies.

paper for their

—

HAD OPPORTUNITY
TO SCRUTINIZE BILL
The hon. leader himself had every opWe
portunity to scrutinize that bill.
heard nothing controversial until someone in Easteni Canada raised a question. Yes, Mr. Speaker, it is also known
that the hon. leader has never expressed
his opinion as to whether that section
did change the law of tJiis Province. We
heard yesterday that the Provincial Conservative party was not bound by any
ties to the Federal Conservative party.

VOICE OF THUNDER SOFTENED
TO GENTLE COOING

We are obliged in the House to take
the word of any memiber. but we do say
that it is significant that although during the Provincial campaign we had all
the noise and fury, when that election
was over and we came to a Dominion
election, where the same question could
be raised, the voice of thunder was softened to the gentle, cooing tones of the
turtle dove. What was the reason? The
hon. gentleman raised the question as
to whether I have blundered.
I do not
Moreover, the people of the
think so.
Province of Alberta are going to know
whether I blundered. Some day they
will know.
They are going to ask why
it was that so much was said by certain
people on this particular question.

SOUGHT TO AVOID
RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY
When I saw that it was a question to
cause discussion, aside from my personal
feelings, I took the position that, regardless of the opinions of any one, the bill
could be changed in such a way that a
religious controversy need not be raised.
After careful deliberation I oame into
the House at the last session and I suggested a change. I knew that if that
change could be made it would eliminate
the whole religious controversy in regard to the natural resources. I am not
going to take the time of this House to
debate why my suggestion was not accepted, but I do say that this Government has taken a consistent stand
throughout.
But it is now suggested by the leader
that I have betrayed the people of this
Province by not sending counsel to the
Supreme Court of Canada to argue the
case now referred by the Dominion.
I
say that our position is also consistent
with the position that we have taken
from the beginning. I am going to take
the time of this House to read one or
two telegrams.

WIRE TO
PREMIER KING
First I read a vnre sent to the Right
Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King dated
the 22nd of May, 1926:

your wire. Your reference
resolution on your order paper Is obviously correct, but surely chanpes can be
made before final passaoe to clarify
meaning or avoid misunderstanding. With
utmost respect
must firmly challenge
your statement that our proposals are
"Replying

to

I

on assumption that Alberta Act
be invalid and that we raise question of validity of that act.
Our position is simply that the validity of any
clause of Alberta Act has nothing to do
with
Natural Resources Bill and any
language which
raises
that
question
should be eliminated. We see no necessity for initiating proceedings to test act.
We reiterate position urged in Ottawa:
First, that Dominion Govei^mfent should
not ask Province to take over school
lands and fund on different terms from
those under which Dominion has from
beginning administered trust, and we
further rely on your wire April 8th that
In settling question of Resources Statute thlere was not the slightest intention
of affecting the position of the Province
under the Alberta Act, and that therefore any words which may needlessly
raise constitutional question should be
eliminated."

based

may

Later on when the question came up in
Dominion Parliament, and it appeared that the suggestion mig*ht be
made that the question be referred to
the Court, I sent this wire to the Right
Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, dated June
the

10th, 1926:

"Reference your wire May 27th and
subsequent statement Minister of JustIce. Understand question may be further
discussed
in
Dominion House. Wish,
therefore, make it clear we have not
tacitly or otherwise agreed proposal to
refer question to court and apart from
other considerations could not do so

March
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Tires for

AND SAVE
PER CENT.

GUARANTEED TIRES

and

TUBES

"SAMSON" is the very last word in rotary rod weeders, and
equipped with a seat, third wheel and elevating and lowering device,
ensuring perfect results in all soils under all conditions.

Our 1927

Grey

Cord

Grey
Tires Tubes
Cord

Tires Tubes
Size
Size
$ 9.95 $1.95
30x3% $ 6.95 $1.45 29x4.40
12.95 2.45
1.85 31x4.40
7.95
30x31/2
13.95 2.95
9.95 2.25 29x4.75
30x3 yo
14.95 3.25
13.95 2.35 30x4.75
32x3y2
15.95 3.35
12.95 2.45 29x4.95
31x4
16.95 3.45
13.95 2.55 30x4.95
32x4
17.95 3.55
14.95 2.65 31x4.95
33x4
18.95 3.95
15.95 2.75 30x5.25
34x4
other
Tires
and
Tubes
Prices on
in proportion.

is

A

Weeder, Cultivator and Packer

—Three

Operations in One
Conserves

Ouerates

Moisture.

Successfully
in

all

Soils.

Stops Soil
Drifting.

BATTERIES

RADIATORS

6-Volt 11-Plate $12
Ford, 1919-23 ..$11
6-Volt, 13-Plate 14
Ford, 1924-27 .. 12
6-Vo!t 15-Plate 16
Chevrolet, 18-22 19
22
12-Volt for MaxMaxwell, 16-19
.20
well or Dodg-e
Dodge, 17-22 .. 24
Prices on other Radiators and Batteries
in proportion.

Pulls All

Increases your

the Weeds.

Yield of Grain.

.

"Weed your land before you seed.
Grow the grain and not the weed."

JACKSON AUTO SUPPLY
(Established

WEEDER

SAMSON

Batteries, Radiators, Tires and
for all makes of Motor cars.
25 TO 50
BY MAIL
in

Tubes

BUY
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Cars

all

SPECIAL FEBRUARY SALE
Bargains

U. F. A.

Seventeen

Sfee

Years)

Parts for

all

Our Local Agent

Write Us Direct.

or

SAMSON ROTARY ROD WEEDER

SASKATOON, SASK.
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Cars

Alberta

Corner

Albert^

Calgary,

-

in
FIND THE PERFECT BUTTERFLY AND WIN
$1,000.00
Do all these butterflies look alike? Look closely
each butterfly has differthat
see
and yon will
Some have the right wing
ent looking sides.
different from the left wing, in others the right

One and
tail is different from the left tail.
only one has both sides looking alike. This is
the one you are to find and should you find
It is
the $1000.00 reward may be yonrs.
it,
really difficult, but with patience and care it
can be accomplished.

MAIL YOUR ANSWER TO-DAY

you only a 2e stamp and you may be
the winner of one of the big cash rewards.
Do not delay Don't miss this opportunity
It costs

—

to

win

$1,000.00 in cash.

OUR OBJECT
Wherever the public have learned of the
Paragon Method of selling from Mill to
Consumer they have enthusiastically

To further this popuare giving these magnificent rewards. This is NOT a sales
competition.

adopted
larity

it.

we

PAMGON

RULES
giving
Write your answer plainly In Ink.
In
Butterfly.
^he number of the Perfect
of
name
put
the upper right-hand comer
Use
address.
and
name
your
this paper and
only one side of paper.
over IB years of age.
2. Contestents must be
with Paragon is perS. No one connected
1.

mitted to enter.
4. Duplicate prizes

wUl be awarded

5.

,

The names of the Judges and how
award the prizes will be made known
each and every contestant.
they

will

to

^

closes
.
Contest
July 30, 1927. Enbe
should
tries
6.

forwarded at once.
BE NEAT; handwriting and genappearance
eral
will be taken into
consideration.

THE PRIZES
l8t

$1,000

$00
7S
$rd
25
4th
Sth to 9th
$10 each
10th to 19th
$5 each
Q)

2nd

KNITTING AND TEXTILE MILLS, LTD.

Dept.

lOE

.

in case

of ties.

99-101 King Street

TORONTO, ONT.

West

LTD.
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knowing what proposal
Government would make following
without

your
refer-

Desire refer you my wire IVlay 22,
which sets forth our positio^. Very anxlous to do everything posslblie reach
settlement this question, but as stated
in interviews in Ottawa, do not think
reference to court advisable or necessary
when situation could be met by simple
ence.

.

,

amendment

to

bill."

ALWAYS OPPOSED TO
REFERENCE TO COURT
That is the position thg Government
has taken throughout ^thiat the refer-

—

ence was not necessary, that the reference should not go on, and that is the
It is true that
position we take today.
the course we have now taken is conIt
sistent with our course throughout.
is equally true that there is not a single
demand in the Province at the present
time that this question should be referred to the courts. It is equally true,
and I wish the members of the House
we have
to note this, that the course
taken is the only course that we could
take and leave the members of the Dominion House in a position that they
could press for a settlement of this question this session. When I say the members of the Dominion House, I include
members of the Conservative party, who
claim to have stood for Provincial rights,
but have recently shown strange inclinaIt is equally true that
tion to do so.
the course we have taken is the only
course we could take that would prevent
undue alarm and anxiety among one
part of our people, undue excitement and
expectation among another part. These
things are true. It is also true that the
whole argument of the hon. leader was
based upon two premises that are
equally fallacious.

shadow of doubt but what the case was
well and ably argued and there will be
no doubt when this case is over, and
that case went to the Privy Council, and
this case, as I say if the matter cannot
be settled otherwise, will
go to the
Privy Council, and, Mr. Speaker, from

the precedent I have quoted I am also
able to say that if at any time we find
it is in the interests of the people that
we should be represented by counsel engaged and paid by the Province of Alberta we have the full right to intervene

and

will do so.

PREPARED TO SUBMIT
TO PEOPLE'S VERDICT
I am prepared, Mr. Speaker, to take
up the challenge that was made yesterday and I am prepared to again submit

our policy to the people of Alberta when
the time comes.
People may call me
stupid if they will.
People may say I
have blundered, but future generations
in the Province of Alberta will
never
say that I, as Premier of this Province,
for any temporary political advantage
tried to raise religious
prejudices or
tried to create dissension
among the
people, but I hope they will be aJble to
say at all times that I labored from the
beginning for the purpose and to the end
that this auestion would be settled and

we would be
of harmony

EQUAL ATTENTION AS
THOUGH PROVINCE APPOINTED

with the same degree
that
has existed in the
twenty-one years of Provincial life. Mr.
Speaker, in the Jubilee year of the Dominion of Canada I say, it will be one
of the very fine things if this question
is settled in such a way that the rights
and dignity of the Province have been
preserved and at the same time there has
not been the slightest discussion aroused
of
or any spirit
antagonism created
between creed and creed.

The first premise was, and I have examined his language very carefully, the
in
courts
first premise was that the

THE BEST

—

much

confidence, the
courts "W'hich he took pains to vindicate
in his address before this House yesterday, that the courts will not pay equal
•attention to a case that is argued by
counsel appointed by the Court as to
counsel appointed by the Province itself.
That is a fallacious argument and I wish
to challenge it, and before I close I propose to show full precedent for what we
have done and to show that in that particular precedent the Court did pay particular attention to the arguments placed
before them by counsel not engaged by
(Mr. McGillivray interthe Province.
That is good and if the hon.
rupts.)
gentleman admits, as he has now done,
that the Court will pay full attention to
counsel that is not engaged by the Province itself, then I say he has answered
his own argument advanced yesterday.
The second argument is equally fallacious, and again I have his exact words.
His argument is that the case will not
go to the Privy Coxmcil. The case can
go to the Privy Council and if a settlement of this question is not previously
arranged the case will go to the Privy
Council.
Mlay I say further that the Province
of Alberta has a full and complete precedent for what we have done in this
case, and in a case where much greater
feeling has been aroused than in this one.
It is a case you vidll no douibt recall, a
case in the Province of Manitoba where
again the Dominion Government vidthout
the consent of the Province made a reference to the courts. The Manitoba
w'hich he places so

Government followed exactly the same
and I say there never was a

policy,

March
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IMMIGRATION POLICY
Dealing with immigration, Mr. Brownsome things he agreed
with the leader of the Conservajtive
party, but in others he disas?reed.
He
refused, for insitance, to thiink thalt the
figures showinsr exits from Canada given
by Mr. MoGilllivray were sufficient to
prove that the Dominion GOvemiment
had failed. It was impossible to create
artificial iimmiigration.
"Miake condiitdons
right for everyone," he said, "with a reasonable opportunity to prosper, and immigrants will be attraoted naturaJly."
The Premier did not believe in a wideopen immigration policy.
The country
to the south used the quota sysitem to
prevent indisciriiminate dumping.
Referring to the recent press letter
from Mr. Shaw, the Premier slated that
gentleman severely, and paid a high
tribute to Mr. Greenfield's capacities for
lee stated that in

2nd, 1927

the position.
The best advertising the
Province could get abroad was to have
one who, raised on a farm, had hiimself
been an immigrant and who had risen in
his chosen loalling until he had been
called to fill the highest office in his
Province.
Them again, Mr. Greenfield
could counteract injudicious propaganda,
prospecitive imimigranlts the truth,
work in harmiony with these other
bodies mentioned by ithe Liberal leader,
at the same time guarding the Province

tell

anid

from being injured by too enthuastic advertisers.

"Knowing the personal
Mr. Greenfield,

integrity

of

can assure the leader
of the Liberal party that there is not
the slightest danger of Mr. Greenfield
going to jail in any Sioandinavian country," said the Premier, and while it was
I

true that (there were national anti-emigration laws in Sweden, the municipalities and other centres were anxious to
dispose of surplus population.

The Premier

also said the London ofa Proviimcial agency

fice would not be
for the present, but

as one
cured.

if

would be established
the matural resounces are se-

BUDGET WILL
BE BALANCED
The Premier intimajted that the budget
would be balanced again this year with
slightly less surplus, owing to the new
assessment of the
Province by the
Equalization Board, amounting to 30 per
cent reduction in revenue from supplementary taxes, approximating a similar
condition in Sastoatoheiwan, where $50^0,000 pro-rated b^ck to the people in reduced taxation.
But Mr. Broiwnlee did nOt want to
raise too high ho^es, as it would take the
best brains in the Province to work a
way out from under the heavy obligations incurred througli no fault of this
Government.
The northern railways
alone, he said, were sapping the very life
blood of the Province.
Stating that no Government was compelling Dr. Tory to assist on commissions
Mr.
against
that
gentleman's
will,
Brownlee said that when this commis.
sion had completed its work the Province would be in possession of the most
complete and valuable report on taxation matters, not only in Canada and the
United States, but from other parts of
the world, that had yet been compiled
in this country.
Mr. Brownlee assured
Captain Shaw that the Government did
not make a demand on the time of Dr.
'J'ory without obtaining his opinion that
the special duties would not interfere
with his work as President of the University. The same applied to the special
industrial assignment for the chairman
of the Liquor Control Board, R. J. Dinning.

Provincial Telephones Have Surplus
of $270,487.51 for Year 1926
First Year in Which System Has Shown Reasonable Surplus for Plant Replacement or Reserve, States Minister in Annual Report—Ten Years' Subvention
of $177,000 to Be Provided for Undeveloped Territories

Showing a surplus of $270,487.51 in
of which $94,215 came from increased rates since these were given

1926,

effect last October, the annual report of
the Alberta Department of Telephones,
which has been laid on the table Oif the
Legislature
by the Minister, V. W.

Smith, states that this is the first year
the history of the teQephone system
which has shown a reasonable surplus
for plant replacement or the depreciation
in

reserve.

The Minister
in

business

reports an improvement
conditions.
Total revenue

—

THE
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from all sources is shown as $3,090,345.09
an increase of $457,748.36 as compared
with the previous year, when there was
a deficit of $8,864.63. The service rendered, it is stated, "compares favorably
with any telephone system in Ajmerioa."
Revenue, not considering the rate* increases, has surpassed last year hy $168,;155, rural revenue coming up well from
behind, Tvith an increase of $22,580.
Ctomparing earnings with expenses: In
1920 there were 42,8i54 phones with earnand expenditures
ings
of
$1,930,884,
amounting to $1,377,116; in 1926, 56,930
phones earning $2,772,372 and expending

U. F. A.

GET THIS

BOO

Increase «
Your Profits
SAVE MONEY
Send today for your FREE
copy of "What the Farmer
can do with Concrete" and
from its simple plans and instructions proceed to modernize your farm with per-

.n.266,519.

BIG INCREASE IN

SINTUNG FUND

manent

improve-

concrete

ments.

Interest and sinking fund in 1919 was
stated to be $517,222, while this year it
has reached tihe sum of $1,369,672.
Operating cost per telephone has been
reduced from $25,282 in 1920 to $16,020
in 1926, maintenance costs also being reduced over the same period from $9,991

Save labor and keep cattle
healthy and more productive
on a concrete stable floor
with concrete foundation.
Keep silage fresh in a concrete silo; save valuable fertilizer in
a leakproof concrete manure pit; build a
concrete poultry house, root
house or any other improvement.

to $6,288.

YEAR'S EXPENDITURES

ON EXTENSIONS
During the year $119,600 was spent on
extensions in towns and cities; $86,694.63
on toll line improvements; $62,672.33 out
of capital on the rural system. There were
added to the rural plant 2,698 telephones,
though with 2,761 removals there was a
net loss of 63 telephones. In urban centres^ 8,320 telephones were installed and
7,655 removed, a net gam of 565.
The taking over of the Edmonton
municipal telephone system is recommended, the Minisiter expressing the
opinion tliat this would be to the benefit
of both the city, the Government and the
telephone user and would give greater
economy and efficiency. At present the
Provincial sysitem is taking care of rural
business outside Edmonton in EdmonThe farm
ton's unprofitable territory.
service surrounding the city is left untouched by the muniioipal plant and
taken in by the Government which, having no local plant, has to set up a special
unit to take care of this service.
The report states that "the main reason for public ownership of the telephone
utility is to provide efficient telephone
service at a minimum cost consistent
with sound financing to make the
service availahle in as wide a field as
possible and when necessary, to provide
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Concrete

is

rotproof,

THIS

BOOK IS

vermin-proof,

fire-safe and eliminates costly repairs. Find out about it. Send for

the

book.

Canada Cement Company Limited
1005

Canada Cement Company BIdg.
Phillips Square
Montreal
Sales offices at

:

Montreal Toronto WinnipegCalgary
Canada Cement can be secured from

MAIL

over 2,000 dealers in nearly every city,
town and village in Canada. If you
cannot locate a convenient dealer write
our nearest office.

THE

COUPON

CANADA CEMENT

CONCRETE
PKRMANErHCC

NOW

Canada Cement Company Limited
Company Bldg.

1005 Canada ..Cement

Send me

Montreal
your Free book

(Name)
^Address)

service in territories unprofitable, and
therefore undeveloped Iby private enterprise."

SUBVENTION FOR
UNPROFITABLE TERRITORIES
To

HARNESS DIRECT

latter aim, the
Government has agreed to a sufevemtion
of $177,000 to be granted annually for a
period of ten years, estimated to be sufficient to permit the undeveloped territory and sparsely settled sections to fill
in and provide sufficient revenue to take
care of the carrying charges on lines in
these sections.
There are now 20,413 subscribers and
S14 miles of new pole line, while 877
miles of wire were added to the plant,
involving a totol capital expenditure of
$62,752.33.

aocompliish

this

From Factory to Farmer
At Wholesale Prices.
No. 606

less Collars

$44.00

We

do

all

kinds of Repairing on Harness, Collars, and
Saddles, Etc.

STOCK OF POLES
STEADILY REDUCED
interesting to note the decrease
in the amount of supplies, poles, etc., retained in stock.
In this year there are
supplies on hand valued at $346,384.10, a

—Harness

RILEY

It is

133

&

McCORMICK LTD.

EIGHTH AVENUE EAST

CALGARY
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decrease of

March

U. F. A.

$48,522.73

and a decrease under

under last year,
five years ago of

?1,359,397.89.
FdnanoiaJl

reserves
are
increasing
there will be siufficient
money in the repla/cement reserve to provide for all replacements and any contingencies that might arise during 1927.
gradually,

and
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SAVING ON FENCE POSTS
"At OUT meeting today," iwrites E. A.
Wagler, Secretary of Standard Local,
"we took orders for a carload of fence
posts which we will order in the near
future, at a isaving of about 6 cents per
(post to our members."

The U.F.W.A. and Junior Branch
The Convention From
the Stay-at-Home's]
Point of View

What Other

Farmers DO
The Book

:i

latest facts

1

of Successful Threshing!

Before this book was written, thousands of farmers were asked concerning their methods of threshing. Every
agricultural college in the grain growing regions, and U. S. Dept. of Agriculture were asked to contribute the

and figmes on

threshing.

NICHOIS^HEPARD
All this material has been boiled

down in "The Book of Successful
Threshing". With it goes asecond book,
"Another Great Advance in Threshing
Machines," that describes fully the
Red River Special Line. These books
will aid any farmer in the problem of
getting his grain threshed quickly

and

economically. These books are free.

NICHOLS & SHEPARD COMPANY
309 Marshall

Creek, Michigan

Street, Battle

TheJledJliver SpecialJJne
zY SAVES tAe FARMERS

THRESH

BILL

Difference Between the "Good Old Days"
and Present Day Farmers'

Conventions

Dear Farm Women:

We Who are kept at liome from the
Convention are now enjoying it as well
as we can through the reports in "The
U. F. A."

In its early days I attended the Convention several times, but fate has kept
me home for several years and now I
look at the Convention almost as an
onlooker and begin to compare the old
days with the present.
To digress, I do not know the fate of
a promised resolution to have the Convention meet in the summer, but when I
Raw our delegate start for an eleven mile
drive on a very cold morrting ^she had
already driven three when she came
here with the
various
sweaters and
coats of her husband, and the foot-

—

—

warmer, etc., and when I remembered
that once I came home in tears because
1 was so utterly wretched with the cold,
I felt from the visitor's viewpoint there
was much to say for it. Also have there
not been various borrowings in your district of a winter hat, for winter hats
pre not always to date when a trip tc
the city is about the only occasion for
wearing one, as comfort, not elegance,
is what has to be studied in the winter
on the farm.

ALWAYS FAVORED WITH
CONVENTION WEATHER

A SUR^SHOT
AMD WOPM
BOT

From

80 to 90

REMaWCR^

per cent, of horses are in-

fested with Bots and Worms. They break
any horse's energy, sap his spirit ana
strength, because they get all the nourishment from the food he eats.

Don't take chances.
dose of A SUR-SHOT
leading veterinaries.

Give your fiorse a

Now!

Endorsed by

$3.00 size treats 5 large, or 7 small horses.

Double size $5.00. Ask your dealer or writo
us direct, C. O. D. if desired.
Write for FREE Pamphlet— Facts
About Bots and Worms in Horses.

FAIRVIEW CHEMICAL
Falrvlev^

48 Abiell

St.,

CO. LTD.

Reglna.
Toronto.

BIdg.,

From the stay-at-home's point of view
there seems to be much to say in its
favor;
we are always favored with
"Convention weather"; the pump freez.
es, the windmill goes awry, something
happens to the stock in the intense cold,
we must watch the fires carefully, and,
worst of all, someone may take sick
and it iis so difficult to get medical help
in the winter.
However, I suppose if
we had it in the summer, we should
have trials of a different kind.
To continue, I am not one of those
to eulogize the good old days and beThen, it
little the present Conventions.
seemed

to

me we had a

vision, but

we

did not know how to work to realize it;
then, we seemed to know vaguely what

we wanted, and
definitely

for

noiw,

many

we

things

self

an intelligent young woman,

that she

which

will

dreamed of by any dreamer
which cannot be realized in

the lifetime of thoise around him." When
I stop to think I realize there is cause

feels

saving $2 this year, for she
isn't going to join the U. F. W. A. as
she can go when she wants to without
that, and besides all she goes for is the
cup of tea and meeting the other women.
As I said, she considers herself an intelligenit young woman staA yet she has
no more vision than tnat of service to
her immediate neighborhood and to her
country.
The sad part of it is that I
suppose there are others who feel the
same and we miust di-ag these dead
weigtits to our organization along.
is

REPAID ACCORDING TO

WHAT WE
As

GIVE

have said before, we are repaid
according to what we give. If we have
no vision of service, no conception of a
neighborhood and of a country that will
be the better because of the ideals for
which we as Farm Women of the Province are working, if we ask only to
get a cup of tea and a pleasant visit
with our neighbors, we get that and
nothing more. If, however, we have put
our energy and thoughit into it, if we
have tried to become more intelligent
citizens of this coiuntry, if we have tried
to use our influence that mnch needed
changes can be brought about. If we
have worked that our children and onr
children's children may have a better
I

heritage, then 1 am sure we really do
get something out of it.
have the double duty of keeping
the vision ever before us and also trying

-

We

to help those who have not yet even a
glimmer of it.
Only thus, at our Annual Conventions,

shall we be able to mark our mile posts
well on the road to our goal.

Yours sincerely.
"U. F.

are working

bring about the ideal.
Mrs. Gunn quotes, "There is no ideal
in conformity with the
principles
of
civilization
or idealist

for both pessimism and optimism. Optimism, that we are advancing so that an
onlooker can see it when we measure
our yearly discussions and reports; also
optimism that we are given more reason
to 'believe we can accomplish much.
And pessimism, that we need to go over
the same old ground. And yet it is absolutely necessary that we do make the
grounding solid;
It is not enough that
a few have advanced sufficiently to take
the lead in $ome definite work.
Before
the Ideals of the early workers arc realized, the rank and file must be filled
with the same desire;
all
must have
the vision, and the will for service.
Yet sometimes that seems hopeless
when we realize how many lack tooth.
One of my neighbors, who considers her-

W.

A,"

o

NIGHTINGALE

U. F.

W.

A.

PROGRAM FOR YEAR

HAS

Nightingale U. F. W. A. Local, at their
meetings during the
year, will hear
papers on the following subjects, according to the program they have arranged:
Home Nursing and First Aid; Systematic

»
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Housecleanimg; Spring Fashions; Co-operation of Parent and Teaoher; VegetReables Not Found in Every Garden;

The Most

sources of Alberta; Review of Canadian

A Famous

Book;

Canadian

Woman; A

Digestible
of Sweets

Movdrug Pictures and
Building; Hints on Sewing;
Sports;
Service Work; Laws;
Wonders of Science; Thanks-

New Farm Home;
Character
Social

Modern

Our pure Corn Syrup is
relished by adults and

giving Day.

children because of
delicious flavor.

BEDDINGTON JUNIORS
The Beddington Junior Local held

its

It is also rich in food value,

dance at the Beddington U. F. A.
In spite of
Hall on Friday, Feh. 11th.
the inclemency of the weather a large
ci-owd attended and a sum of over $30
LitUe Miss Fairclear was realized.
weather delighted the dancers with two

and so

first

CROWN
BRAND

WOMEN AND CANTON

(Manchester Guardian, England)
in

China than those whicli bulk so largely
in the day's news, but none i^ likelier to
bear such fruit as the revolution in the
attitude to life of the

women

CORN

of China.

Under the Empire woman remained

in

a position of complete inferiority, and
however great her personal ^nflueiire in
certain homes and in the palace, law and
custom reduced her very much to the
Under the Republic
level of a chattel.
her emancipation was postulated, but
there

was no

class,

ciently strong to

The

it

effective.

.

.

CANADA STARCH

CO.,

LIMITED-MONTREAL

CB.IO

.

A

Reputation

We

Are Proud Of

From coast to coast International medicinal products enjoy the
confidence of, and are held in high esteem by, thousands of livestock
owners. This splendid reputation has been won by us after years of
hard work, honest and fair dealings and striving to always give users
the most reliable and satisfying products.
For 39 years we have been making medicinal preparations for
livestock exclusively
this and this only has been our business: all
our study, research work and experimentation done by capable Veterinarians, Chemists and experts in livestock management has been
directed to one end to produce preparations that would positively
achieve the purpose for which they are intended.
The success -of our undertaking and the enviable reputation we
have built up is well exemplified by the fact that in practically every
township, municipality and parish throughout Canada the name "International" is looked upon as standing for reliability, service and

—

the civil war.

According to despatches, the Cantonese are already prohibiting the practice
of footbinding and ending the slavery of
they have
girls in the territory which
occupied.

—

integrity.

OFF TO GOOD START

International preparations are made with the definite idea of
producing results, and within reason they do. With us quality is not
an accident, but the result of high intent and sincere effort.
2

are well away to a good
and have every hope of getting a
good number of new members," T. A.
Cox, Secretary, Poplar Hill Local.

"We

jSYRUP

no movement suffi-

make

During these years of unrest China's
women have awakened. ... When the
Cantonese invaders reached Hupeh they
found a woman's movement confronting
them with a demand for the liberty won
by their Western sisters. Their faith in
democracy inclines them to grant. Their
hatred of foreign ways impels them to
Their decision will mean, perrefuse.
haps, more to China than the issue of

year,

it.

EDWijVRDSBURG

0^

Miore revolutions are taking place

easily digested.

Doctors recommend

Scotch dances, while Mr. Chas. Scott
contributed to the evening's fun by a
The evening was a great sucr,ocitation.
cess from every standpoint.

CHINA'S

it's

start this

—

International Stock Food

BEST DANCE OF SEASON
Following the business of the last
meeting of Eagle Hill Local, a hard times
dance was held, which was voted the best
dance this season.

LIMITEm

TORONTO

CANADA

—

DEBATE ON IMMIGRATION
"Whether the Government should now
institute a campaign for more agricultural settlers", was the subject of a debate in Tofield, between teams repre-

senting the Tofield and Mtnistik U.F.A.
Locals, The Tofield team, T. R. Murray
and E. Seale, who supported the affirmative, were declared winners over the
Ministik debaters, Messrs. Swabey and
Atkinson.

N. B. We have recently issued a most interesting and educational booklet on live stock.
This booklet covers evtery phase of live stock care, management, treatment of disease, etc. A copy will be gladly mailed free of charge
to any farmer or live stock owner writing In for one.

& Barred Rocks
MALMUR POULTRY FARM

Baby Chicks-S.C. W. Leghorns
M.

W. MALYON

Manager.

OLDS

Member Alberta
:

—

:

R. O.

P.

ALTA.

Breeders'

Association,
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News From

the Poultry Pool
Head Office

GOPHER!

the
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The "Gas" penetrates every part of
The gophers cannot escape. They are diead in five seconds.

the burrow.

—

Relations Between the

baiting
No apparatus.
Just a spoon and a tin of

No

Pool and Marketing

CyanqgaS
Insert a spoonful in the burrow.
moisture of the air does the

Nothing

could

"CYANOGAS"

is

be

The
rest.

more simple.
as

Just

Write, stating your problems, to

National Drug & Chemical Co.
of Canada, Limited
Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary,

Edmonton.

Campbell's
Tested Seeds
You

A PRIZE WINNING GARDEN
At the Calgary Shows.
Hundreds of prizes have been

won from Flowers and Vegetables
grown from our seeds. '
Phone M1726 or call foi- our Seed
and.

Nursery Catalogue for 1927.

CAMPBELL FLORAL
SEEDS, NURSERIES, LTD.
store: 224 8th
Nurseries: 1710 8th

Two

Different
Organizations
Which
Have Entered Into Business Arrangement Marketing Service Is
Not Pool

—

effective

Woodchucks,
Groundhogs,
Prairie Dogs, Moles and Rats.
Order from your dealer.

against

Will Assure

Service

Ave West.
Ave N.W. and

Bowness.

There seems to be some misunderstanding on the part of some persons as
to the relations of the Egg and Poultry
Marketing Service and the Egg and Poultry Pool.

Some think the Egg and Poultry Marketing Service is the Pool, while some
think the Pool is the Egg and Poultry
Marketing Service.
At the recent U. F. A. Convention,
when it became known that the Pool
was sending out 4 cents final payment
on summer eggs, a merchant who was
visiting the iConvention remarked to an
Pool
"Well, I made some
I
eggs this summer.
shipped all my eggs to the Pool."
On
being asked if it was not the E.P.M.S.
"Yes,
that he had shipped to, he said:
but that is the same thing, isn't it?"
When told it was not and that he was
"Oh, well,
not in the Pool, he remarked
I didn't do so bad on eggs this year anyway, but I thought all the time I was
shipping to the Pool and if I had 4 cents
more coming on my eggs I would have

official of the

real

:

money on

:

some

real velvet."
the Pool began operations it
had nothing in the way of plant and
equipment with -which to handle the
product.
had not the money necessary to buy or build, so the Board began to look around for some agency that
had plant and equipment and that would
be willing to handle Pool products.

When

We

Dr. C.E. Messenger
CHIROPRACTOR
Chronic Cases a Specialty
X-Ray Laboratory in Office
Third Floor, Leeson-Llneham Block

CALGARY

before to handle eggs and poultry as efficiently as it could and thus endeavor to
encourage and promote the poultry industry within the Province.
The Egg and Poultry Marketing Service had all the facilities necessary for
the handling of the Pool eggs and poultry.
It was similar to the Pool in that
agency friendly to the proit was an
ducer and interested in the promotion cf
So.iit came aibout that an
the industry.
arrangement was entered into whereby
the E.P.M.S. became the agents of the
Pool insofar as the handling of poultry
products was concerned.
It sihould be borne in mind that this
arrangement does not make the Pool any
part of the E.P.M.S. nor the E.P.M.S.
any part of the Pool. It is simiply an
arrangement for the accommodation of
the Pool until it can get securely on its
fe^et.
This was good business for both
the Pool and the E.P.M.S. Volume sufficient to keep the staff steadily eraployed is necessary to keep overhead
The nearer
cost at the lowest point.
this volume is secured the lower the
overhead.
One may readily see the value to the
=

Ship Your Beef and Horse Hides to

BOOTH'S TANNERY
Tanners and Fur Dressers, Manufacturers of Robes, Lace and Harness
Leather. Send for Tags and Price List.
J. A. SLOAN, Prop.

KODAK

W.

Calgary

FINISHING

EVERYTHING IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Return Postage Paid on all Work
We have been doing photographic
work

In Calgary for years and employ
none but experts In our laboratories.
Mall Your Work to

W.

J.

volume

of the same class of goods. The
E.P.M.S. buys eggs and poultry on the
ordinary plan of paying current market
price at time of delivery, or, in other
words, paying what they think the product is worth at time of delivery.
The Pool pays somewhat less than
current market price at time of delivery

and after

sales

have .been

made and

handling charges pro-rated the amount
of money left in the Pool is distributed
to the members according to the amount
of eggs or poultry contributed by each.
Only those who have signed contracts
or agreements can ship to the Pool.
Anyone can ship to the E.P.M.S.
The Pool is an association of producers who are creating machinery with
which to handle their products in their
own way and to their own advantage.
The E.P.M.S. is a Government aigency,
which was set up primarily to promote
poultry production in the Province of
Alberta.
Each is a distinct and separate ibusiAccounts are kept entirely separness.
ate, buit expenses are pro-rated according to amount of product handled by
each.
signed a Pool contract,
If you have
send to "Poultry Pool," Edmonton, Calgai-y or Lethliridge, and get some red
Pool tags and put them on your egg or
poultry crates and your stuff will then
be sure to get into the Pool. If you
igned a Pool contract, send
haven't ye'
in and get a contract and laign up.

Profit of

$1,803,552

Netted By Province,
Liquor and Permits

The Egg and Poultry Marketing Service is an agency which had been set up
by the Provincial Government some years

2723 Fourteenth St. N.

Pool in its first and doubtless lightest
year of operatiion, of an arrangement
with a friendly agency with considerable

OLIVER

128a Eighth Ave. Wfest. Calgary. Alta.

The report of R. J. Dinning, Liquor
Commissioner, which was tabled in the
Assem>bly on the opening day, is a very
interesting document.
The Province made a net profit of $1,803,552.55 during the year 1926, included
in- which is:
Liquor sales, $1,345,575.42;
license fees,
beer taxes,
$113,755.00;
$470,190.30. Deducting interest charges,
$22,697.82, expenses of the law enforcement brandh, $103,970.83, and other incidentals totalling $129,948.17, left a net
balance of $1,803,552.55, as stated.
For offences of various kinds, 339 permits were cancelled, and 497 interdictions
Vs'ere .registered.

from Government stores
to 775,670 individual orders,
averaging $5.50 per order.
Tests of the product from many samples were declared to have shown the
maintenance of the standard as defined
in the Act.
Purchases

amounted

The report showed thaJt so long as
Federal duty and sales tax remain as at
present, no reduction in the price ol'
liquor is possible, and Mr. Dinning gives
quotations of the sums spent by breweis as well as by the liquor board in
customs and excise duties in substantiation,

of the statement.

COOTE
CONDEMNS BENNETT'S
PROPOSAL TO REPLACE INCOME
TAX BY TURNOVER TAX
(Continued from page 1)
other
words and this is Colonel

—

In

——

THE—
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—

Hatch's own statement in the interval between 1870 and 1921 capital invested multiplied forty times; employees engaged three
times; wages and salaries paid fourteen
times and value of products, twelve times.
think there is evidence in that statement
of the president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association that Canadian industries
are very heavily over-capitalized.

—

.
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GOOD SEED A
GOOD INVESTMENT
No investment pays
of more land or

better

vestment

— increased

labor.

McKENZIE SEED STOCKS

Try

it

unexcelled

are

88-PAGE CATALOGUE FREE FOR

I

SEND ORDERS TO YOUR NEAREST McKENZIE HOUSE
Calgary or

One advantage

of the income tax is that
it is inexpensive to collect.
Last year we
received from this source $55,571,000, at a
oollection cost of $1,724,000.
"We collected
through the customs tariff last year $171,which
cost
us
to
collect
approxi375,000,
mately $7,000,000. It is generally estimated
that for every dollar the Government collects in customs revenue fli-om two to three

times the amount is taken from the pockets
of the people.
A protective tariff is a tax
on consumers, not for Government purposes,
but for private purposes, although ineddentally It does bring in some revenue to the
Government.
The best feature of the income tax, and one that I would like to commend to the attention of the House is that
it is taken only from those who are able to
pay. If it is replaced by a tax on commodities which people must produce it will have
the effect of wholly releasing from taxation
large amounts of capital which have been
accumulated in the hands of a small number
af men who are in control of our manufacturing industries and our financial institu-

and men who have accumulated

for-

tunes out of the exploitation of our natural
resources.
Surely it would be unfair to
allow the incomes from those large amounts
which have been accumulated in the hands
of a comparatively small number of men, and
in many cases through favors handed them
by the Government, to escape taxation. The
service rendered by the state to the citizen
the protection of bis property.
is largely
We even protect his property after he is
dead, and see that it is handed over to the
heirs whom he names.
If this is so, why
who has a larger
should not the citizen
share of wealth or income contribute according to the share which he has? Trade is
resitrioted by taxation; this is
especially
true of customs, sal-es and turnover tax, all
of which are a direct tax on commodities.
The hon. member for West Calgary complained that the cost of living was too high,
but If we are to replace the income tax with
a turnover tax
do not think there is any
doubt that the cost of living will be still
higher. The income tax retards trade the
leaist of any tax which we are imposing today. I do not think that statement can be
challenged. The turnover tax, the sales tax
I

and

consumption taxes, compel married
pay more taxes than bachelors.
They compel the man who has a family and
children to pay more taxes than the couple

men

K20

K50— Leader

89

.89

15
1.25

1.15
1.25

1 65
2.30
1.15
1.25

1

1.25
1.65

Stocks

J
1,

Bushel

Brandon
Bushel

_

1

K30— Victory I Special
Banner No.

Bushel

Bu.shel

— Banner

Gov't.

Banner, REGAL
Banner, Registered
2nd Generation
1st Generation

Grade

1

.

Victory, REGAL
Victory, Registered
Extra, No. 1

2nd

Generation
1st Generation

1

.89

.89

Qn

l.lo
1.25

1.30

.65

1

2.30

.DO

1

1.15
1.25

2.30
1.15
1.25

1.25
1.65
2.30

1.25
1.65
2.30

1.25
1.85

2.65
2.30

3.00
3.25
2.85
2.60
2.40
2.10

3.10
3.50
3 00
2.70
2.50
2,25

3.00
3.25
2.85
2.60
2.40
2.10

2.60
4.05

2.50
3.85

2.60
3.95

2.50
3.85

2.30

WHEAT—
3.15
3.40
3.15
2.85

.

—

CORN We Specialize in Corn.
Falconer, N. Dakota Grown
Minnesota 13
South Dakota Grown
Minnesota Grown
North Western Red Dent
South Dakota Grown
North Dakota Grown
Crookston Strain
Gehu, N. Dakota Grown
Learning Dent
Yellow Ensilage

.65

2.30
1.20
1.30

2 30

Garnet, Certified No. 1 ...
Garnet, Fancy Certified No.
Durum, Mindum Extra No.
Durum, Mindum No. 1
Durum, Kubanka No. 1
Marquis, Gov't. Grade No. 1
Marquis, Registered
2nd Generation
1st Generation

5.65

5.50

5.60

5.50

4.10
5.15

3.95
5.00

4.05
5.10

3.95
5.00

4.65
5.65
5.85
5.90
3.40
3.15

4.50
5.50
5.75
5.90
3.25
3.00

4.60
5.60
5.85
5.90
3.35
3.10

4.50
5.50
5.75
5.90
3.25
3.00

Cwt.

Cwt.

15.25
14.25
13.25
19.00

14.75
13.75
12.75
18.50

SWEET CLOVER—
Cwt.

White Blossom, REGAI
White Blossom, Gold S
Whitie Blossom, Gilt E
Yellow Blossom, No.

1

.

Cwt.

'

14.75
13.75
12.75
18.50

15.75
14.75
13.75
19.50

more; add 5c bushel for smaller

Bags extra at 20c each.

CALGARY
Ave W.
Phone M4588

325 10th

MOOSE JAW

A.

E.

McKENZIE

lots.

EDMONTON

CO. LTD.

104th Street

Phone 6732

SASKATOON

BRANDON

Western Canada's Greatest Seed House

TANNING

to

raise a poodle dog or a Persian
taxes are collected on consumption
to contribute ten per
cent, of his income, while another may contribute only a fraction of one per cent., without any regard whatever to their ability to
pay. If one man has an earning power much
greater than another, why should he object
to paying to the state a little more in the
shape of taxation?

one

Edmonton Moose Jaw Saskatoon

OATS—

all

who simply
cat.

THE ASKING.

Be sure to have a copy of this valuable reference book. Varieties best
suited to Western Canada and dependable.
If you have not received your
copy write for it today.

BEST FEATURE OF
INCOME TAX

tions,

—

mean

extra profit without inand be convinced.
neserve your requirements now.

yields
this year

We

pay incoming freight on all Hides for Tanning into Robes, Harness,
We will accept hides for tanning
Leather, Rawhide and Lace Leather.
in answer to this advertisement and hold till fall.

If

man may have

Mr. Coote concJuded:
AVe are impressed with the fact that no
attempt is being made by the Minister of
Finance to deal in a systematic way with
the reduction of the national debt, the interest on which at the present time is absorbing 36 per cent, of our total revenue.
Under the circumstances we leel that it is
our duty to present an amendment to this
House.

"A reduction in the taxation on consumpincrease business and encourages the producer to increase his volume,
which can scarcely be said of a reduction in
Income tax." G. G. Cooite, M.P., in the budtion helps to

—

set debate.

UNTIL THE THAW SETS IN.
HUNDREDS OF HIDES ARE SPOILED FOR
TANNING BY WAITING UNTIL THE

DON'T WAIT

SPRING TO

SHIP

THE LAST CALL
Ship all the Hides you have before the thaw sets in. Hides
MONEY, but when
in good frozen condition are
THE
thawed out and hair slipped they are NOT
Get busy and clean up.
FREIGHT.

WORTH

WF,
all

PAY
HIDES

FREIGHT and Top Market Prices on
FOR SALE IN QUANTITIES OF

FOUR

WHEAT
Brandon

WORTH

AND OVER

CITY TANNERY, LTD.
-

-

Manitoba

THE
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NEWS FROM THE ALBERTA DAIRY POOL HEAD
Official
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of the Alberta
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OFFICE

Co-operative Dairy Producers, Ltd.

Pool Convention Asks Directors to
Acquire Manufacturing Facilities

be requested to do the teBting, wherever
possible withoiit increasing the cost of
this service to the producers.

was recommended that the cream

It

differentials,
and country,
city
remain as at present, and that railway
express charges be deducted in the case
and paid by the
of city creameries

price

Many Important
Dairy Pool

—

Adopted at Annual Convention of the Alberta
Government Asked to Provide for Testing by Graders
Resolutions

Recommending to the Board of Directors that steps to acquh-e manufacturing
facilities be taken as rapidly as possible,
the
Annual Convention of the Alberta
Oo-operatiire Dair}' Producers. Ltd., in
Edmonton

month,
authorized
a
levy of not miore than 1 cent a pound
butterfat to be made upon the mem.
last

bership.

The resolution specified that the fund
so created should be "known as a fund
for acquiring such facilities or for other
purposes of the Pool."
It
was also
recommended "that localities where the
Pool is highly organized be encouraged
to acquire their
own facilities as a
means of furthering the above principle."

ASK PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
Another resolution adopted
by the
Convention recommended that the Board
every means possible to take
control of the marketing of our dairy
prorfuce," and that "the assistance of
the Provincial Government be invoked
In furthering this principle."
"explore

The Convention, which was held
Macdonald Hotel,
called to order on the

the

in

Edmonton, was
morning of Feb.

8th, by the President, N. S. Clarke of
Didsbury, and on nomination of E. R.
Rasmuson, H. E. G. H. Scholefleld, VicePresident of the U. F. A., was elected
chairman, while J. R. Love, Secretary of
the Pool, was elected Convention sec-

retary.

Convention committees were appointed by the chair as follows:
Order of Business: A. R. Brown,
chairman;
Keys CuUen, Alex. Moore.
Resolutions:
N. S. Smith, chairman;
E. R. Rasmuson, H. E. Shenfleld.
Credentials: D. J. Christie, chairman;
R. M. Walker, John Buckley.
After some discussion it was decided
that the press should not be admitted to
the Convention, one of the delegates
pointing out that the

Wheat

Pool

had

always found it advisable not to throw
its Annual Meeting open in this way.
Action taken by the Board on each
of the resolutions
passed by the last
Convention, was detailed by the secretary during the sessions, who answered various questions.

POOL MET ITS
OPPOSITION
Problems met with by the Pool during
the past year were described by President Clarke.
The Pool, Mr. Clarke
pointed out, had met its opposition and
come out at the end of the year with
practically double
membership at
the
the beginning. The President's address,
which covered the period of the Pool's

operations and outlined a policy for the
future, was enthusiastically received.

NEW METHOD OF

country creameries.

PENALTIES FOR PERSONS WHO
AID IN BREAKING CONTRACTS

ELECTING DIRECTORS

The following resolution was adopted:
Whereas inducements are made by

The

Convention was of the opinion
that it is not good practice to eleot all
the members of the Board of Directors
in one year, as this leaves a possibility
of an entirely
new personnel being
placed in office at one time who might
be out of touch with che general policy

certain persons to encourage members to break their contracts with the
co-operative marketing organizations;
And whereas, in certain countries
legislation is enacted providing heavy
penalties for persons handling products under contract to co-operative
marketing organizations;
Therefore, be it resolved, that the

of the Pool.
It was therefore decided
to amend the articles of the Association
to provide that four directors be elected
in 1927 for two years, and the remaining
three directors for one year.
At future

Government of Alberta be asked to
enact legislation, or amendments to
existing legislation, providing for tho
imposition of penalties or fines on
persons who knowingly continue to
handle products under contract to
co-operative marketing organizations.

annual meetings the vacancies on the
Board will be filled by electing members
for two year terms.
Districts 1, 3, 5 and 7 will elect directors in 1927 for two years, in accordance
with this new plan, and Districts 2, 4
and 6 will elect directors for one year.
In view of the very high cost of printing the names of all members in each
district, and the fact that these lists
are not absolutely necessary for the purpo.=;e of pfelectinsr a deleg-ate, the Convention decided that the practice of printing
these lists shall be discontinued.
In the course of an address in which
he outlined some of the problems connected with the early development of
eo-operative creameries in this Province,
Dr. Marker, Alberta Dairy Commissioner, called attention to the fact that
the

day

on

which

he

spoke

was

"the

thirtieth anniversary of the reorganization of the dairy business in Alberta,"
and read a message from Dr. Robinson,
who was Minister of Agriculture in the
Territorial days.
Dr. Robinson stated
•

that thirty years ago the population of
the entire Province of Alberta was only
equal to the population of present-day

Edmonton.

RIGHT QUALITY OF
PRODUCT ESSENTIAL
The address of the Dairy Commissioner was highly appreciated by the ConDr. Marker
concluded with
vention.
this word of advice: "It does not matter
how well equipped a creamery is, how
capable the marketing agency is. if we
do not get the right quality of product
we cannot get tihe best returns for it."

Best wishes of the Dairymen of Manitoba were extended to the Convention by
Mv. Gibson, Dairy Commissioner for the
sister Province.

that the present sys-

tem of grading be continued, the Convention, on motion of Col. Robinson and
Mr.

YEARLY DISTRIBUTION
PERIODS
It was originally intended
that
the
Pool year be divided into two distribut-

were done, howcome at a time
when creamery staffs were very busy
and "that therefore the cost of making
any distribuition of profits would be
tion periods
If this
ever, the first would

deIt was aocordingily
cided that distribution periods be on a
yearly basis,, and that they terminate on
December 31st of each year.

very "great."

Another resolution set forth that the
success of a Pool Creamery depends to
a large extent on the degree to which
production is organized at the particular point w'here the creamery is situated.
As the Pool is at considerable
expense for each unit that operates as
a Pool unit, it was decided that "unless
the Pool volume of any Pool Creamery
has reached 60 per cent, by the end of
1927" the creamery shall cease to act
as a Pool unit, unless otherwise decided
by the next Annual Convention.
0
A. F.

AiTKEN TO ADDRESS MEETINGS

The following Ust

of meetings to be addressed by A. F. Aitken, Director for Battle
Kiver, was received just before going to
Turkey HiU, March 4th, at 2 p.m.;
press:
Scotstown, March 5th, at 8 p.m.; Creighton,
March 7th, at 8 p.m.; Forest HIU, March
•8th, at 8 p.m.; Hamilton. March 9th, at 8
p-m. Eloomington Heights, March lOth, at
8 p.m.; Ottawa, March 11th, at 8 p.tn.; King
Edward, March 12th, at 8 p.m.; Rusylvia,
March 14th, at 8 p.m.; Wellsdale, March 15th,
;

REQUEST THAT GRADERS
CARRY OUT TESTING
Recommending

The Board was instructed to take up
with the railway companies the matter
of obtaining better refrigeration
service during the summer months.

Sutherland requested that graders

at

8

p.m.; Allandale,

March

Islay,

March

March

18th at 8 p.m.;

at

8

p.m.

17th,

at

2

16th, at 8 p.m.;

p.m.;

Bridstow,

Fenham, March

19th,

THE
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OLD AGE PENSIONS AND SPRAY

POWER FEATURE

LAKE(S

DEBATE

(Continued from page 7)
This amendment was voted down, the
Conservatives throwing in their lot with
the Government forces, and the Liberals
voting with Labor, the vote being 45 for

and 12 against.

WHAT EACH GROUP
REPRESENTED

To make the situation lolear to readere
of this paper, each group represented a
definite idea:
First, the Liberals advocated the bringing in at this time, a bill in harmiony
with and complementary

to

Springtime

House

Repair Time

CALGARY IRON WORKS

LTD.
PHONE M 2758

CALGARY

Federal legis-

Commons.
The Conservatives thought that it was

lation before the

Is

—

But don't let that worry you We will attend to your Engine troubles.
Write us or come and see us and we will give you prices on Regrinding
Cylinders, supplying new Pistons, Rings, Master Gears, Pinions, Fly Wheels,
Shaft^, Grates, or any kind of Repair Work.
We have been here for the past 35 years and know what you want done
und how to do it, and Guarantee all our Work.

of

legislation
enact
obviously absurd to
before
the terms of the
Provincially
Federal legislation were fully known, and
the commitments and resources of the
Province assayed, but did not offer any

Bissell
Made

Double Action
flexibly joined together.

6-7-8 ft.
widths.

CAN BE USED WIJH HORSES
OR WITH LIGHT TRACTOR. We

necessary concurrent legislation, meagre
though the relief offered appeared at
this time to be, and accept the responsibility as outlined in the Federal bill.
The debate was lengthy, the various
over and over the
participants going
same ground as on the previous day.

make

Harrow

a Handy Control Disk
for Tractor use only.

styles
for

and sizes of Disk HarHorse or Tractor use.

also

alternative.

The U. F. A. offered the alternative, a
definite stand for a purely Federal plan
applicable throughout the Dominion.
Lastly, arguing that a half loaf was
better than none, the I/abor group contended that as soon as Federal legislation had passed both Federal Houses
and was written on the statute books of
pass the
the Dominion, this Assembly

Disk

Comprises Out-thirow and In-throw units,

In

All
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Write for catalogue and particulars.

T. E.

BISSELL

CO., LTD.,

ELORA, ONT.

ItL^'^Ajents.

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

4}% DEMAND

Premier Brownlee reiterated his policy,
took the stand that his G-overnment endorsed the principle of old age pensions,

Saving Certificates

Purchased and redeemed at par

No Market

Fluctuations

but stated that their contention that this
should be a purely Federal matter was
unassailable.
In support of this he pointed out that
Mr. Guthrie in the Federal House, had
taken that stand, as had also R. B. Ben-

NO INVESTMENT SAFER

The Progressive memibers were
pressing the point, and Messrs. Heaps
and Woodsworth had urged the same
nett.

argument.

REBUKES PAPER FOR
MISLEADING HEADLINE

For Parliculan

FRED WHITE
STATES LABOli'S VIEW
Fred White, Labor, said the Labor
group had waited to see what the Government's intentions were.
They too
could be critical of the inadequacy of
the Federal legislation, bpt they were not
going to refuse it on that account. He
did not agree with the contention that
this Province would
be flooded with
drifters, should it be accepted here and
turned down in other Provinces. There

W.

R. G. REID
Provincial Treasurer

HON.

Martin Ditcher$
Di-ain

your low lying

land

by using a Martin Ditcher,

The Canadian Fairbanks Morse
Company, Limited

it

month.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
Department of Natural Resources.

HOLSTEIN BULLS
Over Thirty cows with records of over
Twenty Thousand pounds or better.
Over One Hundred and Thirty-five

-

Calgary

Over Five Hundred Registered Cattle.
Forty of the best bulls ever produced
at Strathmore, now on offer.
The most important step to be taken
in connection with Herd Improve-

ment Is the selection of a Sire.
Excellent opportunity now for selection of suitable sires of breeding
age

for your herd improvement.
bulls with splendid R. O. P.

Toung

backing

and

superior

show

ring

quality.

Mail Your

Watch

FOR REPAIRS TO

five years' residence qualification,

was unlikely that people over 69
years of age would move from Province
to Province to wait five years for $20 a
and

NEWSON

R. O. P. records

SPECIAL PRICES

.

was a

V.

Deputy Prov. Treasurer

PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, EDMONTON, ALBERTA

The Premier

again
referred to the
financial position of the Province and rebuked a Calgary newspaper for a misleading headline which stated "U. F. A.
Government Kills Old Age Pensions."
The duty of the Province, at this time,
was to urge upon the Federal Government the necessity of providing an adequate old age pension measure applicable in every Province, in vsrhich the entire
financing and administration would be
borne by the Dominion.

wr'de or apply lo:

H. R.

CHAUNCEY, LTD.

JEWELLERS
U6-8th Avenue East -

CALGARY

For Particulars Write:
G. H. HUTTON
Superintendent of Agriculture and
Animal Industry
C. P. R., D. N. R., Calgary, Alberta.

— or —

G. H.

JONES

Manager, C. P. R. Supply Farm,
Strathmore, Alberta.
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elaui* in the *et debarred anyone
a competenicy from any
source whatever from participation. This
would affect a large number of workers
who were in receipt of superannuation
benefits in labor organizations.
Mr. White, after drawing attention to
the pensioning of judges and
others,
made an analogy between the position of
this Province under the proposed scheme
and the relationship between municipalities and the Province.
Juat as municipalities had at times to how to the
will of the Province, so he thought they
should bow to the will of the Dominion
in receipt of

.

at this time.

The Federal Government had reduced
taxation at the present time equivalent
to a sum sufficient to take care of the
aged of the whole Dominion. He admitted that to accept the Ottawa measure
without due consideration of the financial
resources was nO(t good practice, but he
thought that this bill was urgent enough
to take chances, for tihe good of the
aged deserving.

DUGGAN SUPPORTS
LEADER'S VIEW
D.
tive),

M. Duggan, Edmonton (Conservamade an able sipeecih, &upportin,<

his leader's viewpoint.
He ar^ed for
the sincerity
of Mr. MioG-illivray, with
regard to the question.
He also made
a bid for faith in the party he representCriticism was either constructive,
ed.
destructive
or
captious.
They would

always choose the former.

He

believed the original resolution was
In view of the fact that the
Premier had intimated that owing to
the financial obligations of the Province
for a number of years to come they
should husiband their resources, he said
that no members were more conscious
of the significance and importance of
thait statement than tihe group he belonged to. After due consiideration, he
ill-advised.

thought their views were crystallized in
the amendment offered by Mr. McGrillivray, and he regretted the Government's
amendment, as he was afraid it might
close the door to ameliorative legislation
later on.

KICKED FROM
PILLAR TO POST
C. It. Gibbs, Edmonton
(Labor),
in
rather sarcastic vein, siaid that opponents
of the original resolution
simply advised
them to
go
to
sleep
for
another decade until
their
younger
brothers got rid of
the rotten social
syS'tem in whch workers were obliged
to function.
This subject had been kicked from pillar to post since 1908, and
the time was now opportune for
its
enactment. The measure was designed
to help those whose earning power was
impaired sooner than that of others,
namely the day worker.
The Liberal party at Ottawa had taken
a leaf out of the book of a U. S. financial
wizard Mellon ^and had made a cut in
taxation in favor
of
the
millionaire
profiteers, who
while
the boys were
bleeding on Flanders Fields had reaped
a harvest through tax free bonds.
The Province and the cities would
have to keep the necessitous poor in any
case, as we had not yet reached the
point where we could allow anyone to
stan'e to death, and
he thought they
should cease shadow boxing and by hook
or by crook go on record as being
in
favor of any measure of social justice
that would help the deserving aged, who

—

—

day

their

in

March

U. F. A.

had

contrilbuted

to

the

country's wealth.

PARKYN URGES
ACCEPTANCE OF BILL
Alderman Parky n,

Calgary
(Labor),
His contention was that
was capable of producing
enough wealth to make the scheme practicable. The population, since Confederation, had
increased
three
tim.es its
^

followed suit.
this country

number

"

that

Agricultural
wealth had
times; while
manufactured products had increased 288
times.
Confronted with these figures,
he said, no one could argue that
the
country could not afford to carry the
expense of this service. He urged the
acceptance of the bill though not ideal.
Its very imperfections would lead to its
period.
increased 48

in

amendment

in future.

MAIDEN SPEECH
OF R. M. McCOOL
R. M. MicCool, Cochrane (U. F. A.),
his initial speech, following up the
policy of the farmer members. Because
the bulk of taxation collected
by the

made

Dominion was from workers, he thought
that if they did not urge the enactment
of a purely Federal bill they would be
delinquent in their duty to the workers.
It was all very well for the Dominion
to reduce taxation 'by at the same time
decreasing their liaibilities. but he failed to see how the Province could reduce
time be
its taxation and at the same
compelled to increase its liabilities.
Objections were raised during second
reading of several public bills by members to proposals contained therein.
Mr. Shaw raised objection to provisions for the swearing of an alleged putative father in a bill amending the UnMarried Mothers' Act.
George Webster, Calgary, was opposed
Telethe
amendment to
an
to
phone Act wthich proposes to give
the Minister power to erect and mainor across
tain lines along the sides of
or under public highways, streets, lanes,
Mr. Webster
bridges or water courses.
an
maintained that the principle was
infringement of the rights of municipal

He

detailed activities in his

ten years would be the lightest.

WANT TO ESTABLISH
PRINCIPLES
The vote was then taken on the Government's sub-amendment.

Andrew Smeaton, Lethbridge, also
voiced the opinion of labor, that while
that this was a Federal
they agreed
matter, they could not turn down even
the meagre relief offered. They wanted
While others
to establish the principle.
voiced the thought that this should not
be made a political football, he suggested
that they should ibe careful not to make
a football of the old people.
Mr. Smeaton thought that this oppornot be passed up on a
matter of jurisdiction. He accordingly
moved his amendment, which the Speaker deferred, taking the second division
which was similar to the first.

tunity should

RATES WHEN PERSON
CHANGES RESIDENCE
Mountain
P. M. Christophers, Rooky
(Labor), quoted sections of the proposed
bill to show that in the event of an old
person having resaded part of the twenty
years of Dominion residence in one Province and the necessary five in another,
the cost was borne on a ratio divided
between the two. If the first Province
was not under the act, the liable Province would have to pay only one-fourth,
or $.5 a month. He thouiglit they should
from the
donation
accept the small
Dominion as a beginning.
A. M. Matheson, Vegrevllle,

HOADLEY EXPRESSES
VIEWS ON SITUATION
George Hoadley, Minister
ture.

there

said

it

of Agrioui-

was peculiar that although

was so much doubt and

faictjion

with the

dissatislegislation as drafted,

members were

at the same time
demanding thiat the Province "tie itself
up in connection with the matter, and not
say to the Government at Ottawa exactly

yet the

we

think."
did not think it wise for the sake
of half a loaf to tie the Province up to
v/hat

He

commitments about which it had had
siay.
The Federal Government shouild
assume the administration and cost.
no

was

the

which Joseph T. ShaAV
closed the debate. Mr. Matheson referred
C. enabling act, which merely
5;o the B.

last speaker, after

made provision that the Lieut.-Governor
"may" take the necessary steps to proThey were not bound
claim the act.
absolutely.
O-T

,

Mr. Shaw Obtained first reading of a
an
hill intended to define cruelties in
action for alimony by a wife against her
husband.

own Depart-

ment instigated by the Federal Government on the understanding that assistance would be maintained, after which
the Province had been left to carry on
The agreement could be terminalone.
ated on ten years' notice, and the first

authorities.

Premier Brownlee stated that the
Government did not intend to encroach
upon the rights of municipalites, and
while the real objective of the measure
was the management of tlhe depreciation
and reserve fund, they would entertain
s;i?gestions wi'^h regard to the matter
raised by Mr. Webster from any quarter.
There was no pn'nciple involved in the
amendments on which the Government
would either stand or fall.
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Urge That License for
Spray Lakes Be Given
to Province
Premier Moves Resolution With View to
Having Water Power Resources Placed

Under Control

of Alberta

THURSDAY'S SITTING
EDMONTON,
way

bills

railFeb. 24.— Private
and a hydro-power resolution

occupied the attention of the Legiislature
the latter not being
all this afternoon,
finally disposed of at adjournment.

by Joseph T.
renew
a charter to the Calgary and Southwestground
the
ern PLailway Company, on
that it had no provisions therein for the
bonding of the promoters. Lome Proudfoot, Acadia, intimated that he intended
to move an amendment to that effect
when the bill reaches the committee
stage. P. M. Ohristophers, Rooky Mounta
to
ain, moved a six months' hoist
charter renewal asked for -by the MediThis was
cine Hat Collieries Railway.
Objection was

Shaw, Calgary,

taken

to the proposal to

—
March

THE
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voted down, and both

bills

given second

reading.

BROWNLEE MOVES
SPRAY LAKES RESOLUTION
resolution urging

that

the

Provincial

the close of the present session, make
granting
the necessar}^
provision for
license for the development of the water
power site on the upper Spray River,
and that said license be granted to the
Provincial Government in order that the
Provincial Government might either deor
utility
velop the site as a public
and regulate the
effectively control
distribution of power in the interests of
the people of the Province.
The Premier reviewed the entire queswas
it
tion briefly, and, stating that
hardly necessary to consider the question
at present from the angle of public or
private ownership, he pleaded with all
who were interested in the project to
get together on the subject, so as to
present to the Dominion Government a
resolution having the unanimous approvHe in^cated
al of the entire Assembly.
that his resolution was introduced as
a basis of discussion.

CALGARY LIBERAL OPPOSED
TO PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
Ex-Mayor George Webster, Oalgary,
went into lengthy detail with

CLiberal),

regard to the development of hydro en-

The Assembly was somewhat
bored by the member's recital and seemed relieved greatly when Mr. Webster
finally came to
deal with the subject
matter of the resolution. The Calgary
terprise.

member opposed
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Premier Brownlee then introduced a
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the Premier's resolution on the ground that it did not state
definitely whether or not the Government intended to develop the project as
a public utility should the license be
granted.
He was unalterably opposed
to public development
of
the
power

so easv to build

!

Read What This Man Writes
Aboat Alaiddin Homes
Heing £,asy to Build.
Deax

Sir

House, M-anitoba.
—Norway
You will be interested to

hear how we got along with the building of our house. We didn't even have
a carpenter on the joo, only Indians
with a slight knowledge o£ carpentering.
I acted as het-d carpenter; first time in

my

life I ever did any carpentering, too.
In spite of rain and sriow. and vtry
cold westher, we made good progress,
thanks to the splendid instructions, and
by the 25th of Noyember we moved into
the house.
are entirely satisfied with the
house in every respect; during severe
cold wes-ther it keeps
very
warm.
Weathr cold but the
house
warm.
The lumber arrived in good condition

We

and ample quantity and was of very
good quality.
Tours sincerely,

LEIF SUNDE.

(Signed)

Aladdin Experts Will Help you
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can build an Aladdin readi-cut home in surprisingly short time
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complete plans make this possible. Hundreds have done it

SO

CAN YOU!

site.

Fred White, Calgary (Labor), took
view, arguing for a
public
enterprise. He did not have a great deal
of faith in the judgment of the Utilities
Board, should that body be asked
to
the other

supervise the utility in the event of
the development being placed in private
hands. In the past, he maintained, this
Board had raiade decisions with regard
to certain utilities which had left the
ultimate consumer holding the bag.
Premier Brownlee, for the information
of new members, went over all the history of the question from the time of its
first introduction into the Assembly by
Messrs. White and Davidson, Oalg'ary.
It was learned then that a city power
company had made application to Ottawa
for the necessary license to develop. He
detailed the steps which the Provincial
Government had taken to delay the
issuance of that license until the situation had been oanvasised by them.
For this purpose they secured the engineers of the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Commission, who went over the ground
and presented a favorable report as to
the practicability of the project.
The
cost would approximate eleven million
dollars.

Investifration had also been made into
the possibilities of utilizing
for
coal
electrioal generation, and municipaJlities
had also been conferred with in order
to ascertain to what extent demand for
electric

energy existed.

The Victoria^ 8 rooms, $2331
This fine Plan Book
CDCC Write for it CANADIAN ALADDIN CO. LTD.
riXLll
NOW! 220 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
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TAKEN

ORDERS

POULTRY

Everything

money

back

guaranteed.

Julius Kachel, Trochu Alta.

I

Martin

Leghorns.

Farm,

Demonstration

Strath-

more, Alberta.

SELLING— BARRED ROCK COCKERELS—
Namaka,

Harvey Hanson,

each.

$2.00

Alta.

FARM MACHINERY
JOHN DEERE TRIPLE ENGINE GANG—
Breaker bottoms, for sale, also horse attachment; or would trade for three or
four disc plow. Wilson Bros., Byemoor,
Alta.

FANNING

MILLS.
Zinc

Cloth,

WIRE

SCREENS,

Chain,

Baggers,

Gangs,

Chatham

Mill or other makes.
Everything for grain cleaning; repairs; Chatham
incubator.
Manson Campbell,

Chatham. Ont.

16-RUN DEERING SINGLE DISC DRILL,
16-inch Oliver
good condition, $50.
Sulky Plow, stubble bottom, high lift,
Three Hills.
J. B. McCubbin.
Ghost Pine Creek, Aita.

LEGHORN

$25; f.o.b.

NEW PORTABLE SAWMILLS — LATEST

Satisfaction or money refunded.
each.
A. Larson, Fort Saskatchewan, Alta.

design and construttlon ready to ship.
Terms, $200 cash, balance arranged.
Maple Leaf Steel Mills Limited, 201 Bank
of Toronto Bldg., Edmonton, Alberta.
;

WHITE LEGHORN

SELLING— SINGLE

C.
Cockerels; pure bred to lay stock; $2,
From registered stock. $5
or 3 for $5.
each.
Pen of 10 hens with a cockerel
from registered stock, $15. Mrs. J. W.
Cookson, Tofleld, Alta.

JUBILEE INCUBATORS.

BIG

or

C.

Ltd.,

Gamble

W. LEGHORN

Send

Beaton

SOL HOT OIL
844

pulleys.

direct.

Brooders. Royal Coal Brooders Freight
prepaid anywhere in the west. V/rite
quotations and catalogue.
A. I.
Co..

TEAM TANDEM HITCH, ONLY ONE
on the market.

No lead chains, evenera
Sold
equalizer.
Perfect
stamp

particulars.
for
Hitch, Wlnnlfred. Alta.

FAIRBANKS SIX TON SCALES FOR SALE

— Good

for

— S.

M. Schmaltz, Beiseker,

chicks.

Alta.

condition.

Bye-

Wilson Bros.

moor, Alta.

St.,

CLEANING AND DYEING

BABY

Chicks at 20c each until the 10th of May,
18c each after that date. Also hatching
eggs from the same stock at 8c each.
All prices f.o.b. Fenn.
Leslie Legg,
Fenn, Alta. V

GARMENTS AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS OF

kinds cleaned or dyed. Price list and
Empire
information
upon
request.
Cleaning & Dyeing Co., Ltd., 234-23S
Twelfth Avenue West, Calgary, Alberta.

all

SELLING— BRONZE TURKEY HENS,

$4.00
Barred Rock Cockerels, Thompeach.
son's and Guild's strain at $3 and $5. Unregistered Duroc Jersey sows, due to farrow April. Bailey's stock, $35.00. W. G.
Gunn, Irma, Alta.

FARM LANDS
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA
an opportunity for farmers In the
Northern IrrlgatioD
Lethbrldge

IRRIGATION
offers

new

WHITE WYANDOTTE HATCHING EGGS
cas'

where schools, churches, coal
mines, rural telephones, and splendid
A weU settled
roads already exist.

per egg. Satisfaction or money refunded.
J. A. Larson, Fort Saskatchewan, Alta-

Land

District

From females (from

Martin's best Dor
matings with records of 200 to 267),
males' dams' records over 240. Price 20c

community, no pioneering. The district
Is cut by three branch railway lines.
sold on crop payments, at $10.00
Water payments
per acre.
to
$15.00

spread

fifty

years.

Applicants

STRONG, STURDY COCKERELS
From my R.O.P. and Registered

qualifi-

This Is
cations of farm experience.
proposition for real farmers who api>reciate the value of Irrigation as crop Insurance.
State fuUy what equipment
you have and your experience. Apply
Colonization Manager, 117 Alberta Gov
•mment Bldg.. Lethbrldge. Alberta.

Barred Rock Hens.
$3.50 and $5 each.
A few good pullets and breeding
hens to spare at reasonable prices.
H. G. L. STRANGE

WANTED— HEAR FROM OWNER GOOD

ALBERTA

FENN

over

must have own equipment and

ranch for sale. Cash price. Particulars.
D. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Brownlee
read
correspondence
between the two governments to show
that his Government was not resiponsiljle
for any delay in the development of the
project.
The policy of the Dominion
Government had been stated to be that
no license would be granted unless the
party or parties receiving it undertook

do the development.

The Premier pointed out that this was
a most peculiar provision, but he had
kept in touch with the Ottawa Government, and had received a promise from
the
the Minister of
Interior that the
question would be laid before the House
of Commons at the present session.
Another peculiar pronouncement had
been that no Minister of the Crown
would be empowered to grant a license,
but that this would be granted only on
petition to the Dominion Parliament.
In the meantime, a bill dealing with
Rocky Mountain Park, was being introduced into the House of Commons. He
had not received a copy of that bill at
the time he spoke. He pointed ont that
there were large coal deposits within
the confines of the Banff National Park,
that these Parks
and he maintained
should not be perpetuated until the coal
areas had been eliminated. There were
miles and miles of park land available.
The Premier also dealt with jurisdiction as it existed at present, and as it
would be were the license granted. The
scenic beauty of the Park would not be
detrimentally affected.
It was his desire to secure as unanimous a resolution
as possible.

On being questioned by Mr. Giroux
as to whether or not the Government
project
itself, Mr,
-would develop the
Brownlee pointed out that that would
depend entirely upon eventualities. The
main thing was to obtain the license
without restrictions, and in that event
they would be able to exercise effectual
control in any case. ^
George Webster, Calgary, presented
statistics as to the place Canada occupied in the development of hydro-electric
power; the amount Alberta was short
low
the
and the amount available;
cost of operation contrasted with steam
showed that the water
generation;
that irrigacould be used repeatedly;
and that he
tion could be assisted;
was disinterested personally in the project.
He had lost many friends througfh
his advocacy of the private development
of this enterprise.

CALGARY BELIEVES IN
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
Fred White, Calgary, said he was the
representative of a city which believed
He went into some
in public ownership.
detail in order to counter Ex-Mayor
Webster's advocacy of private ownership.

With him public owners'hi^p was vital,
and he did not want the project to fall
into the hands of a third party, which
would

Alberta Government
The Alberta Department

Farm For Sale

offering for sale the following land at
Gleichen, Alberta:
one hundred and thirty acres,
quarter
containing
N. W.
of 18-22-22-w4th M.,
more or less, with forty acres irrigated and seeded to Alfalfa and Timothy; balNew
ance all broken. Thirty acres summerfallowed and In good condition.
house, granary, Implement shed with barn and other buildings.
'

At the

of Agriculture

Is

TENDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED

office of the Deputy Minister, Department of Agriculture, Edmonton,
until Thursday, February 24th, at twelve o'clock, noon.

up

Deposit of ten per cent, of purchase price must accompany each tender
H. A. CRAIG, Deputy Minister.
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NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY DELAY

to

J.

FOR SALE

BLACK

WANTED— PLYMOUTH ROCK CHICKENS

Hatching Eggs. Female from same flock
as third prize pen In Alberta laying conMale from 240 egg hen. Price 20c
test.

Johnson &
Vancouver.

AND

production cock-

chicks.
Eggs. Mating list.
Wetherall, 3619 13A Street west, Calgary.

in

WHITE

COMB

SINGLE

WHITE

Exhibition

Baby

erels.

Rhode Island Red, Barred Plymouth
Rock.
For April hatch chicks, $35 per
hundred; for May hatch chicks, $30 per
hundred; for June hatch chicks, $25 per
hundred. Hatching eggs, $2.00 per setper hundred.
ting of fifteen;
$10.00
P. R.

Ernest

$5.00.

$3.00,

COMB

SINGLE

S.C.

C.

strain.

Kronier, Fi-eedom P. O., Alberta.

Canadian
Vancou-

BABY CHICKS AND HATCHING EGGS—

SeLyle

COCKERELS —

WYANDOTTE

WHITE

and baby

reliable chicks at fair prices.
Poultry World, 500 Beatty St.,
ver B. C.

flook.

Poultry Farm, Arrowwood, Alta.

BUY BABY CHICKS—THE PROFIT WITH
poultry is made with buying chicks from
British Columbia
high producing hens.
Breeders hold the highest official records
in the world and their hens produce
chicks that develop by proper care rapidGreat
ly into pullets and great layers.
layers produce more eggs and more eggs
means more Profit and bigger Profit can
be made with buying your chicks from
E. C. So write us today and we sell you

RHODE

R. C.
chicks.

pens and range

lect R.O.P.

—

Parks' strain (trapnested for 35 years),
raised from $50 trio; also from Guild's and
Higginbotham's best pens, by the Hick's
method.
Parents' records 200 to 314
eggs.
Hicks' formulas for raising baby
chicks free with each order.
Feeding
only twice daily eliminating sickness
and losses in hens' soft shelled eggs and
egg eating. Cockerels from $3 to $5; 10
per cent off for 2 or more. Eggs $2.50
per 13; 100 per cent, hatch warranted.

FOR

Red eggs and baby

Island

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKERELS

March

U. F. A.

make

jurisdiction

difficult.

He

instanced the Crow's Nest Pass agreement and the Gas Comipany at Calgary
to
attempting
to show the futility of
regulate utilities in private hands.
The mere fact that the Province could
raise the money necessary to develop
the project at 5 per cent, was sufficient
reason why this should be done. What
this House should now do was to intimate unanimously to the Dominion
Government that we need this power, we
must have it, and there must be no
strings attached to it.

R

THE

March 2nd, 1927

FENCE POSTS AND FUEL
WE WANT QUOTATIONS ON FENCE
posts and poles trom Locals where these
are for sale.
Kirriemuir Local 609. PH. Sampson, secretary, Kirriemuir, Al-

The

LUMBER,

FENCE

SHINGUES,

POSTS.

pqles, cordwoocl and slabs.
Write for
delivered
prices.
Enterprlae
Lumber
Co.. Vancouver, B. C.

FENCE POSTS— FUEL WOOD. WILLOW,
Cedar and Tamarac posts.
Poplar,
Spruce and Jackpine wood. North WMt
Coal Co.. Edmonton.

TAMARAC AND WILLOW POSTS— WRITE
Meanook,

Parr,

E.

for prices.

Alta.

MUSKRATS, BADGERS, WEASELS, COYotes are now fetching very high prices.
Ship to manufacturers and obtain best
returns on your fur and eliminate the

middleman's

Edmonton

profit.

Furriers,

Edmonton.

Ave,

.Tasper

RATE —3

oents per word

Cause

removed.
Personal
treatment
Dr. M. E. Church, Calgary.

necessary.

GLADLY WRITE HOW TO QUIT TOBACinexpensively, without drugs.
A. C. Stokes, Mohawk,

CO easily,

erson Kicker cleaned.

Sacks extra.

per

insertion.

C.

$2.00

EM-

222.

per bushel.

Edwards, Delia, Alta.

BUS.

$2.50

For feed $2 bus. Thos. Noble, High
Stock Farm, Daysland.

seed;

How

WHEAT;

MARQUIS

fanned, graded, sacked, at $1.50
bushel.
Germination 96.
L. W.

WHEAT—

bushel;
government inspected.
$3.00
Mathias Lang, Earlie, Alberta.

—

CAR LOAD GOLD

germination

RAIN

uncdeaned
75

per

82

cents,

WANTED— QUOTATIONS ON FEED AND
Oats in carload lots. Write Paul
Meyer, Secretary Stanmore U. F. A.,
Stanmore, Alta.
.Seed

WHEAT POOL MEMBERS

FOR SALE,

— 222

wheat, cleaned with Carter
per bushel, sack included.
Mrs. John L. Gray, Tofield, Alta, Rte 3

only

disc;

$2.00

SELLING—200 BUSHELS MIXED BROME
and Rye Grass Seed.

Government

no noxious weeds;

ed;

per cent.

Grande

iin,

Prairie,

test-

germination

Piice }6 per cwt.

SO

Alta.

RENFREW WHEAT— ALBERTA UNIVERsity, control sample certificate 66-3949;
grade No. 1; germination 98 per cent.;
6.3 average over Marquis (Press Bulle-

tin):

sacked,

clean,

$2.25

bushel;

dis-

count large orders. Thos. E. Robinson,
Hardisty, Alta. Phone 109.
222.
$2.25 PER BUS.,
sacks included, to Alberta Pool memH. Bertram Watson, Csolinton.

PURE RED BOBS
bers.
Alta.

field peas,

germination 98 per cent.

per bushel; sacks lOe.
Rockyford, Alta.

SMALL

CANADIAN

CARLOAD

Miller

$2.75

& demons,

OATS

SEED

FOR

Abundance. Free from wild oats,
barley and noxious weeds; germination
sale.

94

per cent.;

bushel

65c,

Rrevo,

f.o.b.

W.

IT.

ROWERS' ASSOCIATION RED BOBS

222

(CNR.).

Sample cm request.

Schmidt, Blackfalds,

Alta.

Seed Wheat.

Developed at the UniverGovernment graded and
on clean summerfallow.
Address all communications to the secretary.
J. E. Horwood, Box 4051, Strathsity of Albei-ta.
tested; grown

cona, Alta.

FOR SALE— 100 TONS WILD
stack.

C

Wolferstan,

Phone Mirror

HAY,

TIMOTHY SEED— SACKED, HARDY,
Peace River origin; 100
Robert
$80.00.
lbs.,
1,000
Grande Prairie, Alta.
1,

of

FOR SALE

IN

Alberta.

Alix,

509.

— RED

BOBS

lbs.,

Kow

High

Stock Farm, Daysland.

222 IMPROVED RED BOBS.
Yields more than Marquis; earlier and
stronger straw; this yielded 65 bushels
per
per acre on new breaking.
$2.50
bushel.
J. P. RiddeU, Strathcona, R. R.

No.

3,

Alta.

RENFREW WHEAT— PURE AND CLEAN.
Germination

100

per

cent,

in

Price $2.00 per bushel,

sacks

John Kozmahel, Viking,

Alta.

days.
included.
6

FOR SALE— 2000 ^USHELS SEED OATS

— Banner;
wild

93
oats; 70

per cent, germination; no
oents.
J. D. Rae, Dale-

mead, Alta.

R.O.P.

quality.

;

color red;

W. Marr,

L.

Lord St. Levan
Hanna, Alberta.

GENUINE PURE RENFREW

WHEAT

A

few days

later than Marquis, but
higher yielding in most districts.
Field inspected.
Certificate No. 662404.
No. 1 seed.
Price $2.10 per bushel; sacks fre«.
Or $2.50 per bushel, inspected, sealed
and
certified
by
Dominion
Seed

Branch.

H. G. L.

STRANGE
ALBERTA

FOR SALE—3 REGISTERED CLYDESDALE
Mares,

all over 1500 weight.
One wellmatched team of draft geldings, 7 and 5
years.
One Registered Ayrshire bull, 3
years; proved sire. Visit or write D. M.
Drinnan Sr., Bulwark, Alta.

WANTED TO HIRE— FIRST CLASS

BEL-

High

Secretary,

Uon

weight

(8649),

getter, $500.
Alta.

F.

Alberta.

Prairie,

2000; sound, sure foal

W. Hobson, Big

Spring,

misce'llaneous
GOPHERS KILLED WITH "POISON GAS"
—A teaspoohful of "Cyanogas" Powder
in the burrow does It.
The "poison gas"
goes after the gophers and gets them.
No failures, no apparatus, no bait, not
dangerous. Prepare now for your spring
"offensive."
For particulars write your
Municipal Officer, or National Drug &

—

Chemical Company, Calgary, Edmonton,
6-r Winnipeg.

Reglna. Saskatoon

NOVELTY CATALOGUE— LISTING LATetc.
Co.,

Sent

masquerade

free,

supplies, tricks

United Sales

postpaid.

Station B, Winnipeg, Man.

FOR SALE— GRAY DORT PARTS, SLIGHT.
ly used; rear springs, $4.00; front $2.00.
(5ears and wheels very cheap.
Wesley

Hahn, Castor. Alberta.

FISH
WRITE FOR OUR LATEST ILLUSTRATED
catalogue and price

list of new, winter
caught "Northern Lakes" fish.
Big
River Consolidated Fisheries Ltd., Big

River, Sask.

FAMOUS COLD LAKE WHITEFISH.
Pickerel 7c; Jackfish 5%c.
bvre, St. Paul, Alta.

ALBERTA GRIMM ALFALFA
SEED
Alfalfa will do well on any soil in
Alberta that will grow good wheat if
the right seed is used.
not grow
some of this best of all forages now

you

Why
secure
ALBERTA

can
seed of known hardiness direct from the growers?
Give
u.« a trial. Patronize home industry. Do
not use seed' of unknown, southern or
eastern origin at any price. We quote
REGISTERED grade in sealed sacks
wholesale in 1000 lb. lots, 32c, and
small lots retail, 42c per pound. Other
grades at proportionally lower prices.
that

GROWN GRIMM

Brooks

Attorneys and
Alberta
207
Patent drawings and
Corner, Calgary.
applications prepared by our own staff,
ensuring secrecy and prompt service.

and
Solicitors
for all

Agents

DICKSON

Patent

countries.

PATERSON— BARRISTERS,

&

Solicitors

Building,

and 0)nveyancers. 503 Tegler
Edmonton.
Special attention

given to mortgages, a foreclosures, collecMoney to
tions and probate practice.
loan

SHORT, ROSS,
Barristers,

Imperial

SHAW & MAYHOOD
Notarlea

Solicitors,
Banit Sldg.,

Calgary

W. H. SELLAR
Barrister and Solicitor
218a

8TH AVE. W., CALGARY

Phone M7405

branch. Light pleasant work for
Illustrated booklet
'either sex.
anywhere, for stamp)

{

vO;ortl.l*jbN:

MUSH

C>C»:M

-^ijTJJiRSJ

SVsC;
A. Lefe-

LEGAL AND PATENTS

Alberta

Earn upward* of $25 weekly growing
Mush rooms for us, in cellar or other waste
Deliver to our nearest
space.

Z.

FORD, MILLER & H ARVlt^BARRiSTERS,

GRIMM ALFALFA SEED
GROWERS

NO.

INTRO-

STALLION,
D. C. Smith,

(14384).

,

Cochrane,

No. 222;

years In

2

Millet.

— CLYDESDALE

SALE

est novelties,

$9.00;

duced by University of Alberta, who
found it four days earlier, 7 4-5 bushels
heavier yield than Marquis over sevenObtained
year average at Edmonton
foundation stock from Univer-sity Cleaned, ready to sow; pure; germination 97
$2.35 per bushel; sacks free.
per cent.
T. E. Seale, TofieJd, Alta.

REGISTERED SHORTHORN

FOR SALE— BLACK PERCHERON STAL-

Renfrew Wheat; No. 1; germination 99.
Cleaned and sacked $1.75 per bushel
John T. Gallaway,
Cash with order.

SAMPLE

1

dam

March. First cheque for $100 takes hini,
or would exchange for one of similar

tion: grown on breaking.
Extra No. 1,
certificate 65-780; field inspected; germination test 98; Carter disc cleaned.
Thos. Noble,
$2 busliel, including sacks.

FENN

Consort, Alta.

Would

(19152); $700.

gian Stallion, under Federal Policy. High
Prairie Horse Breeders' Club, Orrin Keay,

WHEAT POOL MEMBERS ONLY— CHOICF.

SELLING — FINE

Baron Oak

consider 1926 model used Ford tourlzig
or work horses as part payment.
Clyde Varner, Battle Bend, Alta.

WHEAT— SECOND GENERA-

MARQUIS

V. Mack-

I.

Alta.

car,

UNIVERSITY

SEED AND FEED

Millet,

f.o.b.

Send address.
Florida.

Howes,

SALE— PUREBRED CLYDESDALE

stallion.

FOR

Germination 98 in 12 days. $1.50 bushel.
Renfrew, germination test 95 in 12 days.

SALE

FOR

SELLING—

PURE

per
Marr, Millet.

FOR

Polled cows and heifers, 17 yean*
breeding for milk, with registered bulls.

bull;

—

SELLING

Red

T. H.

FLAX— CLEANED FOR SEED.

Oats;

PILES WITH CONSTIPATION REMEDIED.

— ENTIRE

FOR SALE

cent.
Price,
cleaned,
S. C. Riddle, Carstairs.

BEALXi

LIVESTOCK
HERD OF GRADE

Classified Section

4TH GENERATION MARQUIS

FURS

(155) 31

U. F. A.

RENFREW AND UNIVERSITY

berta.

10761

.

and 'fumors successfully treated
(removed) without knife or pain.
work guaranteed. Come, or
write for free Sanatorium book
Dr. WILLIAMS SANATORIUM
525 University At., Mioneapolis, Minn
All

Res.

W1783

T H E

(1&6)

IJ.

March

F. A.

2irI,

SUN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,af CANADA

A TOWER OF STRENGTH
1926
Assurances in Force
(net)

An

$1,256,490,000

Increase of $235,393,000

New

Assurances Paid
For A
An

265,889,000

Increase of $72,412,000

Total Income
An Increase of

78,972,000
$9,825,000

Payments to Policyholders
and Beneficiaries

38,576,000

Total Payments Since

Organization

257,815,000

Reserve for Unforeseen
Contingencies

11,000,000

Dividends to PolicySurplus over
aiid

all Liabilities

holders increased

Contingency Re-

serve
An Increase

ASSETS

34,011,000

for

seventh

of $5,371,000

at Dec. 31, 1926 345,251,^00

successive

year

Aj? Increase of $42,195,000

SU^^ LIFE

ASSURANCE

COMPANY OF CANADA
Market Examiner Press, Calgary

1927

